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Panel Discussion Tops
C onvocation Day Agenda

The corner of Eaton St. and Pembroke Ave., where many of the problems have originated.

46 PC Students Arrested at Parties
On Sat. Sept. 22,1984, two offcampus parties, attended by
students of Providence College,
were raided by the Providence
Police within the span of one hour.
In all, 46 people , all under the age
of 21, were arrested.
At 10:05 p.m. Detective Perkins
and Patrolman Marsella of the
Providence Police led a group of
policemen in the yard of 79 Pem
broke Ave. The party was noticed
earlier by members of the License
Bureau.
When the commotion died
down, there were five kegs con
fiscated, two people arrested for
maintaining a liquor nuisance and
fourteen people arrested for posses
sion of alcohol by a minor. They
are to appear in 6th District Court
on Oct. 5th.
Forty-five minutes later, another
party was broken up, this time at
513 Douglas Ave. The police say
they responded to numerous com
plaints. As the police entered the
third floor apartment, they saw
40-45 people drinking and found 5
kegs. Three people were arrested
for maintaining a liquor nuisance
and 27 for possession o f alcohol by
a minor. All were released to ap
pear at 6th Divisional Court on
Oct. 9th.
Captain Bathgate discussed what
lies in store for the 46 arrested
students. “ I hope the disposition
will be a deterrent. We don’t want
to send anybody to jail, but we
want to establish an air of com
pliance with the law.” He added,
‘‘We’re not trying to crucify
anyone.”
Bathgate also staled that the
number of policemen involved in
each raid was “ no more that ade
quate for the job,” and that their
work force was not depleted by the
raids.
The area residents reaction to the
events o f Saturday night was
somewhat mixed. The majority of
neighbors complained of the terri
ble behavior of the PC students,
placing all the blame on thenshoulders. Others viewed the pro
blem on a broader scale.
John Reynolds of 73 Pembroke

Ave. thinks the neighborhood peo
ple are overreacting. “ There is no
com m unication between the
students andd their neighbors,” he
said. “ PC could help eliminate
some of the problems if they would
become more involved in the
community.”
On Monday Sept. 24th at 11:30
a.m., members o f the Student Con
gress met with Fr. McGreevy, Vice
President of Student Services, and
Gene Riccio, Superintendent of
Environmental Control for the ci
ty of Providence.
The only thing that was agreed
upon by all sides was that the situa
tion at PC is unique and volatile.
“The tension has got to cease,”
said Riccio. “ This is a very heated
confrontation, and I don’t like
what I see coming about.”
Riccio believes that some PC
students possess an attitude of
‘benign neglect,’ but adds, “ I
refuse to see any students who
weren’t involved take the blame.”
The attending Student Congress
members had plenty to say to Fr.
McGreevy. They were frustrated
and concerned.
“ We have not had your (the ad
ministration) backing,” said Diane
Sanfilippo, “ and we won’t get
anywhere if we don’t.”
Vice-president of Student Con
gress and John Colantoni, Presi
dent o f the Class o f 1985, spelled
out the remainder o f the students’
views. First, they called the ad
ministrations’ policy of “ we can’t
do anything until things quiet down
off-campus” a backwards policy.
McMorrow stated that efforts
should be started to keep students
on campus on the weekends and
Colantoni agreed, citing the end of
the wrist band policy as the key to
the whole problem.
Fr. McGreevy took in the opin
ions from all sides and agreed to
have ano th er meeting soon.
T h ro u g h o u t the meeting he
reminded the Congress of the
seriousness o f the problem that
climaxed this weekend.
“ The time-bomb has gone off.
There is no justification for the
students behavior and I am going
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to have people expelled.”
Joe C orradino, Congress
Treasurer, summed up the students
feelings.
“ If Fr. McGreevy and the adminisration would decide upon a
viable policy for activities, in
cluding opening the Rathskeller,
Colonel’s Corner and wrist bands,
problem s off-cam pus would
decrease. You’ll never be rid of all
incidents, but these positive steps
would help.”

by Carolyn D'Allesandro
Academic Convocation Day
began in September o f 1979 as an
opportunity for the college to have
speakers address various topics that
should be of interest to the college
and the community.
Convocation Day also gives
students and faculty a chance to
meet together and focus on their
needs on a social and academic
level.
Nine o’clock yesterday morning
was the start o f Convocation Day
this year. The various depertment
heads organized activities to ac
quaint the students with the facul
ty members in their individual
majors.
At 11:00 a.m. a panel discussion
broached the topic “ Ethics in
Politics: Personal Conviction ver
sus Public Policy.” The Very
Reverend Thomas R. Peterson,
O.P., President of Providence Col
lege, served as moderator for the
discussion.
The panel discussion began with
a personal statement from each of
the five panelists which then led in
to a brief dialogue amongst the
panelists. In conclusion, the discus
sion was opened to the audience for

Oakland St. has been relatively peaceful so far this year.

any questions they wished to ask of
the panelists.
Ms. D iane Sanfillipo, an
Economics major in the Class of
1985, was the first to give a per
sonal statement. Ms. Sanfillipo
spoke about the need for the voters
to learn more about the candidates
and the actual issues in the election.
Ms. Sanfillipo believes that
“people are beginning to open their
eyes a little more than to just who
the candidate is and what party he
is running for.”
Speaking next in the discussion
was Dr. William H udson,
Associate Professor in Political
Science at Providence College. Dr.
Hudson spoke about moral con
troversies as not being easily resolv
ed by judicial compromises; and he
cited examples o f this in Shay’s
Rebellion, government instability
and the general diversity of
American people.
Dr. Ellen Salvatore, Assistant
Professor of Social Work at Pro
vidence College, discussed values as
“ an integral part of the policy
making process.” Dr. Salvatore
also stressed the need to look at not
only anticipated policies, but also
the unanticipated outcomes of any
public policy.
The Very Reverend Walter Ur
ban Voll, O.P. spoke next at the
panel discussion. Father Voll stated
that politicians and voters have the
obligation to stand up for these
convictions.
Father Voll believes that the _
“ heat that has been generated in
the political arena is from the lack
o f light.” He further clarified this
statement by explaining the dif
ferent interpretations that political
and religious leaders have about
certain issues.
The Honorable J. Joseph Garrahy, Governor of Rhode Island,
was the last panelist to give a per
sonal statement. The Governor
spoke about his decision to deny
public funding for the use of abor
tions in the state of Rhode Island.
“ My process is one which is very
★ See CONVOCATION, Page 11

A Letter From The President
There is an old adage which
states, “Those who embarrass their
families receive most of the
headlines while those who do them
proud most frequently get little ac
claim.” This adage has been pro
ven valid over this past weekend.
While it is true that forty-six Pro
vidence College students were ar
rested for violation of the laws
regarding the improper sale and use
of alcohol, it is equally true that
over one hundred of our students
representing the Student Congress
and other organizations banded
together and worked for several
hours last Saturday in an effort to
clean up trash from the
neighborhoods around the College.
The former group was given front
page headlines. The latter group
received no publicity at all.
Providence College, as a com
munity, continues to try to show
itself a good neighbor to the peo
ple who live in our vicinity. Unfor
tunately, some o f our students do
not. The good name and repula-

tion of the overwhelming majority
o f the fine young men and women
who come to PC cannot be permit
ted to be destroyed because of the
senseless conduct of the thoughtless
few whose loud and vulgar
behavior proves an embarrassment
to their parents and to their school.
Such behavior is a testimony to
selfish immaturity or what is worse,
an unwillingness to grow up. This
situation is intolerable and cannot
be permitted to continue. Respect
for the law and for the rights of
others must be made a rule for all.
Angry words will not solve our
problem. The understanding of
simple facts can best address it.
Unruly or unlawful conduct on
the part of the Providence College
students who live off campus will
make them liable to disciplinary ac
tion by the College. Such action has
been taken in the past and will be
exercised again when circumstances
warrant it. For continued of
fenders, suspension or expulsion

can be imposed as appropriate
Denalties. While the student’s right
to due process will always be
upheld, the College will cooperate
in every way in putting an end to
the totally unacceptable conduct of
that small number o f irresponsible
students who callously disregard
the rights o f others.
All our students have an obliga
tion to join with the rest o f us in
m aintaining order in our
neighborhood. No individual is
above this obligation. Our commit
ment must be the paraphrase o f a
famous verse, “ Let there be peace
in all our lives, and let it begin with
I wish to congratulate the many
students who in so many ways have
“ done us proud.” For those few
who choose to follow a different
path, I hope my message to them
is loud and clear.
Thomas R. Peterson, O.P
President
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CAMPUS NOTES
Business Dept. Accepts Changes
The Department o f Business Administration is accepting applica
tions for concentration changes. The deadline for applications is Oc
tober 15, 1984 to insure proper registration in business courses. Fur
ther information is available from the department secretaries.

Sojourner House
Sojourner House, which offers comprehensive services for battered
women, is looking for volunteers to staff its hotline. If you have four
free hours a week, you can help battered women gain control over
their situation.
Training is scheduled for September 26 (7-10PM), September 29
(9AM to 4PM), October 1 (7-10PM) and October 3 (7-10PM). All
interested women are encouraged to call 751-1265 to register and/or
find out more information. Last day to register for training is
September 21st.

Samaritans Need Volunteers
The Samaritans, Rhode Island’s suicide prevention center, will begin
its fall training for prospective volunteers in October. Appointments
for interviews are presently being made.
The training classes meet one evening a week for six weeks. The
sessions cover suicide prevention techniques through befriending, grief
and loss, depression, substance abuse and medical emergency pro
cedures. The Samaritans ask each volunteer to make a commitment
to the agency for one year working four hours a week and one over
night a month.
The Samaritans received over 58,000 calls during the past year and
the volunteers gave over 23,000 hours. In order for the Samaritans
to be there for the thousands of people who call upon us when in a
crisis with which they feel they cannot cope alone, volunteers are need
ed. For more information or to make an appointment for an inter
view, call 272-4044.

BOP Meeting

by Jenifer McGee
On Wednesday, September 19 at 3:00 pm, the Board of Program
mers held their weekly meeting. Two proposals and other future plans
were discussed.
Travel Committee chairperson Alicia Woods proposed a bus trip
to Fanueil Hall in Boston to be held Saturday, October 13. At $3.0(
per person, this is an enjoyable and inexpensive way to spend a New
England Autumn afternoon.
Greg Hubbert, Last Resort chairperson, proposed plans for a Las'
Resort to be held Saturday evening, September 29. Tickets are $4.00
which includes beer and entertainment.
There was also discussion of Trivia Night. This is to be hek
sometime later this fall. More details to follow.
Before the close o f the meeting, BOP President John Power;
reminded his crew that it is mandatory they all work Convocatioi
Day. Powers also reminded the crew that they are all more than en
couraged to participate in the upcoming Eaton Street clean-up.

In M emoriam

David E.president.
Sweet
He was inaugurated in

by Christine McHale
Dr. David E. Sweet, 51, presi
dent of Rhode Island College, died
Sunday at Roger Williams General
Hospital.
The cause of Dr. Sweet’s death
is suspected to be related to a
diabetic siezure and cardiac arrest.
Dr. Sweet was a Christian Scien
tist, which is a religion founded in
1879. The followers do not believe
in receiving medical treatment,
therefore, Sweet was not taken to
the hospital until he was already in
a coma.
Dr. Sweet was RIC’s fourteenth

January of 1977.
Sweet implem ented many
changes during his years at Rhode
Island College. Prior to 1977 RIC
was primarily a teacher’s college.
Sweet changed that, and RIC is
now also a strong liberal arts
college.
Dr. Sweet increased the college
population by 15% and also began
a very successful business program.
In June of 1983 Dr. Sweet was
named to his third three year term
by Rhode Island College’s Board
o f Governors.

Fr. Peterson Speaks to Congress
by Margaret Sweet
The September 17th meeting of
the Student Congress began with
an invocation by the very Reverend
Thomas R. Peterson, O.P.
Having a guest priest come to say
the invocation will be a new prac
tice this year at the Student Con
gress meetings.
After the invocation, Fr. Peter
son suggested passing a resolution
of sympathy for Dr. David Sweet
(former president of Rhode Island
. College) to his family and to RIC.
Fr. Peterson gave a speech
outlining the various physical
.. changes taking place on the
campus.
Several pipes were replaced, in
keeping with the new heating plant
which changed the' heating system
from steam to hot water. This will
enable the college to generate the
electricity to heat 25% of PC’s
needs.
The savings will be “ very, very
significant” saving up to
“ thousands per day” according to
Fr. Peterson.
A new sprinkler system was put
into Dore Hall and eventually the
other dorms will be done too.
The back o f Aquinas Hall was
converted into a small park.
Originally, that area had been
used as an ice rink, before
Schneider Arena was built, then it
was used for a basketball court and

COA representative, and Paul
Sweeney and John McCarthy were
sworn
in
a C orporation
representatives.
Kevin McCarthy, chairperson of
the Legislative Affairs Committee,
announced the existence o f a new
club, the New Republicans Club.
Joe Corradino proposed a
resolution to send a sympathy let
ter and mass card to the family of
Dr. David Sweet and to the
students, faculty and administra
tion o f Rhode Island College.
John Powers, president of the
Board of Programmers, announc
ed plans for a Halloween mixer.
The drinking policy has not been
determined as o f yet, pending a
decision by Fr. McGreevy and Fr.
McPhail.
Class of ’85 president, John Colantoni, announced the success of
the Garden Cafe party in Slavin.
There are plans for another. John
is also planning a New Year’s Eve
party using the full union for the
Senior class and the last three
graduating classes.
Class of ’86 president, Mike
Reagan, announced a “ booze
cruise” to Boston. They are plan
ning to sell 200-300 tickets.
Because o f the continuing
dissatisfaction of the neighborhood
residents
w ith
the
PC
neighborhood residents concerning
cleanliness, a trash clean-up was
scheduled for Sunday, Sept. 23rd
at 11:00.

then as a parking lot. The area was
torn up to put new pipes in, so in
stead of paving it to put in another
parking lot, it was decided to have
a park.
The area in front of Joseph Hall
was considered unsafe in the winter
m onths so th a t area was
reconstructed.
The new priory was finished this
summer. It houses 40 priests.
Students now occupy the 4th floor
of Stephens Hall, where some
priests had lived.
The 4th floor o f Harkins Hall
has been converted
into
classrooms. Originally it had been
designed for classrooms but con
verted into living areas for the
priests.
There are plans for putting air
conditioners into the classrooms,
'perhaps as early as next summer
for Harkins and Albertus Magnus
Halls.
Plans are also in effect for mov
ing the infirmary from the 2nd
floor of Stephens to the 1st floor
o f Antoninus, and moving the
Psychology department to Hickey
Hall.
Fr. McMahon, moderator of the
Student Congress, form ally
welcomed everyone, and asked the
members to remember that they are
the elected representatives and
“ watchdogs” of student rights and
activity fees.
John Reagan was sworn in as

News Analysis

Nuclear Freeze: Reagan vs. Mondal
Daniel McCormack
Few recent controversies have
stirred as much debate among
politicians as the movement to pro
mote a nuclear freeze. Advocates
o f the freeze promote the idea as
a positive step towards unilateral
disarmament. Opponents reject the
mere thought of halting President
Reagan’s defense buildup as
suicidal, claiming that a freeze
would jeopardize national securi
ty. It is no surprise that such an
emotional issue has been the source
o f so much recent contention.
Each candidate has his own
thoughts on the concept o f the
freeze. These varying views on the
validity and utility o f freeze pro
posals have contributed heavily to
each man’s treatment o f this issue
as a part of his campaign strategy.
Ronald Reagan and his allies of
the “ New Right” firmly believe in
the doctrine of “ peace through
strength” . As formulated by the
President, this policy involves an
increase in our conventional and

to act in kind, thus paving the way
for more permanent disarmament.
We can see therefore how each
candidate differs in his approach to
the freeze. Some freeze proponents
claim that neither man’s approach
is satisfactory. They believe
Reagan’s is too inflexible, and
Mondale’s doesn’t go far enough.
Mondale is more open to the idea
of progress than Reagan, many
freeze proponents have pledgd their
support to him. As many disarma
ment supporters view their election
strategy, their cause may be a
pivotal force in deciding the elec
tion. They point to a strong proReagan group, comprising about
33% of the voting population, a
pro-freeze bloc encompassing
another third, and a final third who
had, as o f the conventions, not
decided how they will vote.
Freeze supporters hope to
mobilize this undecided group
behind the Mondale candidacy and
thus swing the election. In order to
accomplish this, they believe that
a greater measure o f awareness on
the part o f the voting population
is necessary, and have thus set
about the task of informing poten-

nuclear forces until a level of pari
ty corresponding to Soviet force
strength is achieved. Only when
this happens, the Reagan ad
ministration believes, can the
United States effectively negotiate
any kind of arms control agree
ment. As a result, proposals ad
vocating a nuclear freeze have been
seen by the White House as being
a threat to national security, and
have been stymied by conservatives
with all o f the fervor of a moral
crusade.
Walter Mondale views the idea
of a freeze in a different respect
from President Reagan. Mondale
believes that the freeze concept is
a good idea, but possibly too
sweeping a solution. Therefore, he
has proposed' an interim solution in
the form o f an immediate “ quick
freeze” on weapons deployment to
last for six months, along with an
immediate and indefinite halt of
the testing of nuclear weapons. In
doing this, he hopes to take the in
itiative in a campaign to “ wage
peace” , thus sending a message to
Moscow, saying that we are not op
posed to the ideas of disarmament
or negotiations. Mondale’s cam
paign strategists believe that such
a move might prompt the Soviets

★ See FREEZE Page 3
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Congress Wants Policy
At the Student Congress meeting
on Monday, September 24, the
Congress voted unanimously to
form a committee to deal with the
problems off-campus.
The committee will include
Father Thomas R. Peterson O .P.,
president of the college. Father
Philip A. Smith O .P ., Father John
G. McGreevy O .P ., vice-president
for student services, Father John
A. McMahon O .P ., assistant vicepresident for student services.
Father Walter J. Heath O.P.,
director o f resident students,
Father Cornelius P. Forster O .P.,
Timothy Haxton ’85 president of
the Student Congress, John Colantoni, President o f the senior class
and, according to H axton,
representatives
of
the

upperclassmen.
Several members of the Congress
criticized the administration for not
taking a more active role in trying
to solve the problem.
Congress members criticized the
lack of a distinct policy concerning
off-campus parties and the lack of
events on campus.
Matthew Adams, president of
the sophomore class, said: “ We
should demand a policy o f the
administration.”
John McCarthy ’86 the corpora
tion representative on congress,
said, “ This is a multiple problem,
Fr. Heath, Fr. McMahon, Fr.
McGreevy, Fr. Peterson and this
Congress, we’ve got to work it
out.”
The m ost sharply criticized was

the office of student services and
Fr. McGreevy in particular. Joseph
Corfadino, '85, treasurer of the
congress said, “ Every member of
Congress should hound and annoy
F r.. McGreevy until he does
something.”
Adams suggested, later on in the
meeting, “ The strictness o f dorm
life is forcing the student offcampus and putting their lives in
danger.” He also made reference
to an attempted stabbing rumored
to have taken place last weekend on
Huxley Ave.
In closing the meeting Haxton
said, “ A committee is formed to
talk with Fr. McGreevy and if we
don’t get anywhere with him then
we have an obligation to go see Fr.
Peterson and he says his door is
open.”

★ FREEZE From Page 2
tial “ swing” votes o f their options.
They believe that if they can em
phasize the importance o f their
position, they might determine the
outcome o f the election and
become a strong influence in a
M ondale
ad m in istratio n .
Republicans, on the other hand,
are busy seeking to woo voters in
the opposite direction, as thenstrategy is based on educating the
public about the merits o f a strong
nuclear deterrent. A t present, they
seem to hold the advantage, for
they have managed to defuse a
once strong freeze movement while
simultaneously winning victories
on a number o f defense-related
controversies.
Thus the freeze question is sure
to be a powerful force in this year’s
election. The results will be examin
ed closely by both sides, for they
will either give life to, or sound the
death knell fo r, th e freeze
movement.

CLASS N O TES’85
The class would like to thank all those who have participated in
our events so far this year! We would also like to congratulate Kathy
Studzinski for winning the 100 bottles o f Lowenbrau donated by
Wayne Distributing and raffled off at the Garden Cafe.
The Tuition Raffle is less than two weeks away, so if your parents
or you do not have a ticket get one soon! They will be available in
lower Slavin the week o f October 1. The actual raffle takes place on
Oct. 5 at 4:00 pm in Slavin.
Anyone who likes money should get involved in our 20 Week Club.
This is an opportunity to win up to $1000 and a weekend at the
Biitmore Hotel. Sign-ups are in lower Slavin until the end of Oct.
All freshmen look for carnation orders for your parents for
Freshmen Parents’ Day. You can place an order in lower Slavin on
September 24, 26, and 27. Have some class; buy your parents a
carnation.
Any club, organization, or individual interested in making money
by opening a booth at our Christmas Festival on December 8 and 9
may call 831-2429 for information.
All juniors look for limo raffle tickets for Junior Ring Weekend.
Seniors: tentative dates have been set for two parties. One is on
Oct. 12 when Garden Cafe comes to upper Slavin again from 4:30
pm to 8:0 pm. Another is on Oct. 19 for a Halloween Masquerade
Party o ff campus. Be looking for more information!

Our warehouses here at the Government Printing
Office contain more than 16,000 different
Government publications. Now we’ve put
together a catalog of nearly 1,000 of the most
popular books in our inventory. Books like Infant
Care, National Park Guide and Map,
The Space Shuttle at Work, Federal
Benefits fo r Veterans and Dependents,
M e n h a n d m n g r o v r J o b T a lM ,

Lippit Hill Offers Teaching
Experience
by Julie Norko
Lippit Hill Tutorial, a non-profit
organization which presently serves
nine schools in the Providence area
is searching for help with its
volunteer services.
LHT began in 1965 as a response
to school desegregation. Those who
initiated the program believed that
the voluntary integration would
happen only if the children could
compete on an equal basis.
Therefore, members of the ear
ly program opened school libraries,
and an after-school tutorial service
in two predom inantly black
schools, Doyle and Jenkins. As the
reading levels of these children
rose, the program expanded.
The organization has its offices
in the Martin Luther King School,
formerly called the Lippit Hill
School. Volunteers now work with
over five hundred students a year
from four elementary schools, two
middle schools, two high schools
and an alternative program.
The LHT offers in and after
school services, and the ESL
(English as a Second Language)
Program as well as remedial help.
In 1977 RIF (Reading Is Fun
damental) offered its sponsorship
of the program, and more than
8500 books were distributed to
students in the Providence area in
1982.
In the HOSTS program (Help

One Student To Succeed) tutors
work with children from Nathan
Bishop Middle School and Camden
Avenue Elementary School on a
one-to-one basis. After teachers
prepare a long range plan suited to
the student’s needs, the volunteers
work with materials chosen by a
Reading Specialist.
Other programs are conducted
on a one-to-one basis and in small
groups with materials provided by
certified teachers. LHT also offers
placements in reading, language,
math, social sciences, ESL, and
special education for grades K-12.
The Annual National School
Volunteer Awards Program chose
Lippit Hill Tutorial as one o f the
top ten programs in the nation. The
New England Region o f the US Of
fice of Education also honored
LHT by awarding them a Cer
tificate o f Merit for excellence in
the program.
The tutoring service is presently
seeking those who could assist them
as tutors and volunteers for the
libraries, offices, classrooms and
biliiigual programs. The Most
Reverend Thomas H . McBrien,
O .P ., Dean of Undergraduate Ad
missions states, “ The Big Brothers
and Sisters, Pastoral Council, and
Knights o f Columbus at PC have
all manifested an interested in this
worthwhile program. I hope more
people will become involved.”

F o llo w T h e B e a t
o f A D if f e r e n t D r u m
Learn how eight men found a rich,reward
ing life as religious Priests and Brothers.

and The Back-Yard Mechanic. Books on
subjects ranging from agriculture, business,
children, and diet to science, space exploration,
transportation, and vacations. Find out what the
Government’s books are all about. F or your
free copy of our new bestseller catalog, w rite—
N ew f a t a l a a
D ,
,,

Bestsellers

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGINNER ORADVANCED-Costisaboutthe
same as a semester in a U.S. college: $3,380.
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition complete. Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs.
_

Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day. four days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span). Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show our
l students'languageskills superior to students
I completing two year programs in U.S.
I Advanced courses also.

collegeyouaiiend
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!
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|
___________________________________ I
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Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements.
SPRING SEMESTER - Jan. 30-May29
FALL SEMESTER - Aug. 29 - Dec. 19
each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED —A Program of Trinity
Christian College.
For full information — send coupon to:
S E M E S T E R
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S P A 1 N

2442 E. Collier S.E., F-5
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

Just mail the coupon below.
Edmundite Vocation Director
Society of Saint Edmund
Fairholt—South Prospect Street
Burlington, Vermont 05401-3599
1 would like to learn more about the EDMUNDITE
COMMUNITY. Please send me a copy of your book
let. I understand that this request places me under no
obligation.
Date of B irth______________ __
M onth / Day / 'fear
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______

Address____________________________________
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EDITORIALS
Hell Breaks Loose
Off-Campus
PC has a problem off-campus. There are drunken, obnoxious students
destroying a serene neighborhood. There are neighbors who resort to
fabricating stories in order to attain some peace. There are police who seem
to be forgetting their prime function, which is to protect the citizens. And
finally, there is an administration that remains silent and refuses to come
up with alternatives that would eliminnate some of these problems. PC has
a big problem off-campus.
First, one must look at the student problem. Some of us are being real
jerks. These students cannot handle their liquor and grow obnoxious and
abusive when they get drunk. They go about vandalizing the neighborhood
and yelling insults at the neighbors. Then they have the nerve to cry foul
when they get stopped by the police. Do you really think that a cop who
was under gunfire earlier in the evening wants to p ut up with your abuse?
Some students feel they have to get so drunk that they cannot even walk
down the street, no less operate a moving vehicle. Listen up; it’s because
of your immaturity and selfishness that the drinking age went up in the first
place.
One can only imagine that if similar rowdy behavior took place in the
home neighborhoods of these students, they might resort to guarding their
homes with shotguns. It is because o f this arrogant behavior that PC is ex
periencing its worst public relations in many years. These students can ruin
themselves if they want, but don’t they dare drag down the good name of
PC with them.
The second problem that must be looked at is the attitude of the neighbors.
Some, not all, but some of the neighbors have such an anti-PC attitude that
trying to negotiate with them would be like negotiating with a brick wall.
So severe is their hatred of the students that they have resorted to fabricating
stories to disrupt the students’ lives.
One neighbor called the police to complain that someone was selling tickets
to a keg party at S20 apiece. Every student knows that no one would pay
$20 to go to a keg party.
The most infamous accusation is that students ‘urinate in the streets,
defecate in the streets, copulate in the streets. They beat up on each other,
threaten old people, and just turn the neighborhood into an insane asylum.’
First, one must acknowledge that there are some disgraceful students who
are verbally abusive and are, unfortunately, likely to urinate on the nearest
tree or bush. These are the students that were addressed above. But, it is
hard to imagine anyone, student or not, defecating on the streets (What
would they wipe themselves with?), or above all ‘copulating’ in the streets
This claim would be outrageous at the most liberal based college, and is
unthinkable o f students coming from the generally conservative background
from which most PC students come. If the neighbors are willing to exag
gerate in this area, aren’t they likely to be exaggerating in other areas?
It was also very convenient for these neighbors to forget to tell the reporters
about the trash pick-up which occurred the morning after the arrests (see
page 1) but which had been planned long before. By no means are these
certain neighbors at fault alone, but their negative attitude does the situa
tion no good.
One quote sums up this whole aspect of the problem. One neighbor states,
‘They should get them all out of here.' Well, Mrs. Neighbor, if they got
all the people with your attitude out o f here, the problem might be a little
nearer to being solved.
The third part of this problem has been the actions o f the Providence
Police Department. It is obvious that.most of the student body drinks to
a ccertain extent. It is also obvious that most o f the drinkers are underage,
thanks to the new drinking age.
It is perfectly acceptable for police to make arrests if an underaged per
son is caught purchasing liquor or being disruptive in the neighborhood under
the influence. It is unacceptable, however, when the police selectively pick
parties to raid at the expense of neglecting their duty to protect the citizens
and students o f this community. This weekend alone there were reportedly
two muggings (with at least one student hospitalized), one stabbing, and
one robbery in the neighborhood, all while the police cruised around look
ing for parties to raid.
There were more than two parties going on the night of September 22,
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some were much louder than the parties which were raided. Yet, the police
broke up only two, presumably to teach a lesson. Isn’t that an expensive
lesson to pay, to possibly be denied entrance to law school and carry a record
around for the rest o f one’s life because one is ‘selected’ to be the target
of a raid?
Again, the police are far, far from being solely responsible, but they must
also realize that they are not dealing with hardened criminals, and that it
is excessive at the very least to arrive with four paddywagons and guard
dogs as happened S aturday, or to break up som eone’s
birthday party as happened Sunday. A little delicacy in the situation would
go a long way.
The final aspect of the problem that one must look at is the actions of
★ See OFF-CAMPUS, Page 5
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COMMENTARY
----- LETTERS

Student Congress

Response to Ideas on Communism
Dear Editor,
In reply to the commentaries of
Mr. LaRue and Mr. Cotoia, just
who the hell do you think you are?
You sit there and condemn the
‘Evil Empire’, the ‘Soviet menace’,
the ‘Godless Communists’, and ig
nore the fact that many of the
crimes which you accuse the Soviet
Union o f have been committed by
the United States in at least equal
severity. You also ignore many
historical facts. I’d like to set the
record straight on a few o f these
items.
Let’s start with the idea of
revolution. Do you remember
when, in 1776, a colony o f the
British Empire wanted freedom
from the oppression o f that rule?
What did those colonists do? They
had a revolution. The final out
come of that revolution was the
creation of the greatest nation on
Earth.
What if some outside party had
said, “ No, you can’t revolt. If we
allow one democracy to start, who
knows how many o f the evil things
will start to spring up?” Isn’t that
exactly what we are doing now?
What right do we have to stop a
revolution, or reverse one as in the
case of Nicaragua? I honestly don’t
believe that we have any.
And yet, here is the U.S. govern
ment supplying the Contras, the
Nicaraguan counter-revolutionaries
(obviously men who are holdouts
from the regime of that pig
Somoza), with weapons. As if that
isn’t bad enough, they also feel the
need to mine the harbours of
Nicaragua.
Finally, the piece de resistance
comes when the United States
denies permission for Nicaragua to
purchase Mig fighters from the
Soviet Union, not that they asked
for any permission in the first
place. Our fearless President states
that if these five planes land in
Nicaragua, the United States will
consider it an act of war and
destroy them. What the hell gives

him the right to do something like
that?
Next, you complain about the
Soviet’s attempts to force their
ideology upon El Salvador and
Afghanistan, among others. Well,
if I remember correctly, the United
States has ‘advisers’ and money in
vested in the support o f the right
in El S alvador. As far as
Afghanistan is concerned, think
back to a little country called Viet
nam. Didp’t we try.to force our
democratic ideals on the Viet
namese people. You can say that
they wanted us there but how come
any Vietnam veteran you speak to
will say that the war against the
U.S. troops was greatly aided by
the civilian population as a whole.
You can condemn both the brutali
ty o f the Soviets in Afghanistan,
but first read chapter two of The
Pursuit o f Loneliness, by Philip
Slater. It goes into some detail on
such things as napalm, cluster
bombs, and the ‘body count’.
After reading that chapter, entitl
ed, appropriately enough, ‘Kill
Anything That Moves’, you might
think twice about condemning Rus
sian brutality.
Mr. Cotoia should look closely
into the differences between Marx
ism and Communism. He might be
surprised.
1 would like to look at one more
thing before I finish, and that is the
B etter-dead-than-red ideology
displayed by Mr. LaRue. Don’t tell
me, Paul, you saw Red Dawn
thirty-seven times this summer and
th o u g h t it was the greatest
cinematic experience since The
Green Berets, a movie which
distorted the true picture of Viet
nam and glorified war and dying
for a populace which didn’t want
the protection, from Communism,.
which you provided. I find it in
credibly difficult to believe that
people will swallow, hook-line-andsinker, the propaganda which the
government spews forth about
Vietnam, Central America, and

Off-Campus

Continued from Page 4

the administration, or lack thereof. It is a travesty that the administration
has yet to set one policy in the era of the 21-year old drinking age.
O f course, no one expects the administration to break the law by serving
minors, but it has not even come up with one alternative. All that comes
from upstairs is silence.
Meanwhile, the list of unused facilities on campus grows longer and longer:
the Rat; the Colonel’s Corner; the Last Resort. Even Slavin Center is now
virtually useless for social purposes. No wonder the students are forced offcampus. There have been virtually no activities on campus for the last two
weekends.
The administration must make a decision NOW. They have already set
a bad example for the Class of ’88, many of whom were among those ar
rested Saturday night. These students cannot hang out in the dorms together.
They cannot hang out in any of the old social spots listed above. They have
nowhere to go. And the administration has done nothing to help them. All
of us plea with the administration to come up with some kind of plan to
keep the students on campus, and everything else will fall in line.
Stating the problem is easy. Finding solutions is a lot tougher. Those who
do not offer solutions are part of the problem. There is no easy solution
to the off-campus problem. The only solution is that everyone has to give
just a little.
Students, prove you are the responsible adults you claim to be. Know
when you’ve had enough. If it’s one of your friends that gets out o f hand,
stop him or her and calm them down. All students suffer from the stupid
actions o f a few. Every one o f us must look out for each other.
Neighbors, talk with the students in a reasonable fashion. The administra
tion does not control off-campus, so deal directly with the student leaders.
Students can control other students off-campus better than the administra
tion, And keep those people who hate the students away. We have no use
for talking to people whose minds are already made up. Be open-minded.
Police, you have tremendous power and authority on your side; please
don’t take advantage o f it. Everyone realizes the tremendous pressures you
face in your job, but remember that you are dealing with people. When
it gets to the point that even small birthday parties are broken up, it is no
longer a question of law enforcement but encroachment on civil rights. Don’t
set up one set of standards for the neighbors and another for the students.
Administration, do something. While you cannot realistically control the
students off-campus, it can provide a social climate on-campus that would
give students something to do besides wandering around aimlessly. Do not
forget that the students are the reason that the college is in business, and
the administration should do its best to serve the students in a responsible
manner.
The problem is getting worse. The events o f Saturday night were only
the first stage o f the battle. But if this battle reaches a climax, there will
be no winners; and Providence College and the whole city o f Providence
will be the losers.

Communism in general. I’m afraid
that I would rather be red than
dead.
In conclusion, let me stress the
fact that I am not a Communist,
nor do I think that Communism
could ever work as a feasible form
of government. It can’t, it’s just
human nature. I am a firm believer
in Democracy and free enterprise.
I love my country and would die to
protect it if it were invaded by some
foreign power.
However, in order to be honest
with myself, I’ve got to look at its
faults and shortcomings as well as
its merits. I don’t condone the
slaughter o f helpless civilians,
either in the case o f Korean flight
007, or in the Mi Lai incident in
Vietnam when Lt. Calley ordered
the execution o f hundreds of men,
women, and children, but let’s con
demn incidents, not just the one in
volving the Soviets.
Finally, I will gladly answer any
editorial reply to my reply or any
blanket condemnation of the Soviet
Union which doesn’t also look at
the United States in an equally
critical light.
David Roden '86

Budget Cuts
Dear Editor:
The Student Congress Commit
tee on Finance has been meeting
for the past week in order to pro
vide funding for the various stu
dent organizations on campus. In
the past we have included the
several “ pep” groups affiliated
with the varsity teams. This year,
however, Student Congress has
determined that the student activi
ty fee is best used by supporting ac
tivities other than those undertaken
by the Friar Fanatics, Backcourt
Club, Boosters Club, Pep Band,
and Varsity Athletic Board.
We have discussed in our Com
mittee hearings the need o f the
students to have pride in their
school and their teams. However,
we feel that the student cannot af
ford to fund programs to boost
spirit when other equally important
activities would have to be denied
for lack o f a large administrative
department to fall back on.
The Congress recommends that
the Athletic Department undertake
the responsibility of spirit building
by funding these groups from its
budget. We suggest that the Varsi
ty Athletic Board be funded by the
Athletic Department, and the
various other existing support
groups become Committees o f the
V.A.B. If the Athletic Department
does not assume this responsibili
ty, these groups will be cut adrift.
The students share an interest in
the reputation o f their school and
in the success o f their fellow
students on the court, the ice, or
the field. We ask the Athletic
Department to notice this interest
and to foster it for the good of the
athletes, students, and the College.
We have done our best, but can do
no more. We need the help o f the
Athletic Department to continue
PC’s long athletic tradition.
Joseph T. Corradino
Chairman, .
Committee on Finance
Treasurer,
35th Student Congress
The Editorial Reply to Paul
LaR ue’s com m entary stating
“ history repeats itself” needs to be
identified. Will the author please
send his/her name and number to
the Cowl, P.O. Box 2981.

Dear Editor,
Have you ever wondered what
goes on behind the closed doors of
the Student Congress? Obviously,
this thought is not one that will
dominate your every waking mo
ment, but speculation is in order in
this case. Are the elected officials
o f the various classes serious in
their attempt to better student life
here at Providence, or are they just
goofing around? Is Student Con
gress really even necessary? Harder
questions have been asked before.
Judge for yourself.
Each Student Congress meeting
follows a general format, dividing
the business of that particular
meeting into divisions and sub
divisions according to committees
which are representative of the
various interests o f the student
body. The itinerary goes through a
range o f subjects, from the report
o f various committees, such as
Lifestyles (a committee designed to
improve the nonacademic life on
campus) and Ethics (a committee
set up to make sure all elected of
ficials keep in line) to a report from
all of the class presidents. This,
however, is only a fraction of what
the Student Congress covers in a

meeting. Almost every single aspect
o f student life, or items that con
cern the student body are covered.
Whereas real life politicians
might seem a trifle bit aloof in their
dealings with the public, the Stu
dent Congress is quite the opposite.
After all, if they receive a sugges
tion from a student that will im
prove life at the college, why would
they fight it? Obviously, they
would not because they would be
improving their own life at the
same time. And just for this
reason, there is a suggestion box in
the Student Congress office,
located in room 209 Slavin —
(make use o f it!)
The bottom line is that the of
ficials of the Student Congress take
their job very seriously, and for ob
vious reasons, with a touch of per
sonal pride. So it becomes quite ap
parent that without the Student
Congress, the PC student body
would stand to lose a very precious
voice in dealing with the ad
m inistration. How can it be
anything but the future for
Providence?
Chris Rohan

Religion in Politics
Dear Editor,
In recent weeks the topic of
religion in politics has surged.
There has been much controversy
surrounding this issue. Questions
have been raised. Answers are
needed.
Do religious officials have the
right to endorse candidates for
public office? I believe the answer
to both o f these questions is yes.
Just like any other American
citizen, religious officials have the
right to publicly speak their mind.
It has been the policy of the
A m erican C atholic bishops,
however, to refrain from political
endorsements. Because of the
respect and high esteem accorded
to the bishops, they traditionally
have not used their powers in sup
porting persons or parties.
This election year, they have
done everything but that. New
York Archbishop John O ’Connor
was introduced by President
Reagan via videotape at the
Republican National Convention.
The bishops have also supported
school prayer and the anti-abortion
movement, two issues central to the
Reagan Administration. They have
described abortion as the central
and critical issue o f this election
year. Archbishop O ’Connor has
even gone as far as saying that he
could not see how a Catholic in

good conscience could vote for a
candidate who supports abortion.
The Catholic bishops presumed
support for the Reagan Ad
ministration and the Republican
platform is not the issue however.
The issue is: when do we draw the
line between religion in politics and
separation of church and state? We
have been successful in barring the
state from interfering with religious
organizations, but the opposite has
been less prevalent. In this religious
tolerant coOntry, we have the right
to worship any way we choose or
not at all. To assure this freedom,
others must be granted the same
freedom.
Our religious convictions cannot
be forced upon others. By pushing
school prayer or denying a woman
the choice of abortion, we are do
ing just that. These are beliefs bas
ed on religion. Why should doc
trine central to Catholicism be forc
ed on an entire population? The
same is true for school prayer.
Voluntary school prayer in public
schools is no longer voluntary when
it becomes supported by the
government. We must preserve our
unique freedom. We cannot let our
religious beliefs enter into politics.
The barrier between church and
state must continue.
Alan Woodworth '88

O ff Campus Crisis

Sam Speaks
By W. Samuel Capunao
As I now write I t is 1:53 A.M.
Saturday morning. It has not been
much fun. I have seen some Pro
vidence Police officers break up a
few parties within the past 30
hours. I have talked with some of
them for a few hours. I have just
sat through a heated discussion on
59 Eaton St., involving two newly
elected officers o f OCRO, an of
ficer of The Student Congress, and
an interested member of The Cowl.
This has to be said: it is really
getting ugly out there, very ugly.
All of what is going on can very
easily lead one to say, “ Oh, *★ !?
Providence Cops are screwing us
again.” Before you do, stop and
think. Sure, we’ve had it with
them, but Good God, they have
had it with us.
About the only thing agreed
upon was that this is a definite no

win situation. No kidding. Here are
some o f the arguments. The two
officers that talked with me offered
some suggestions. One was to just
have the PC students act a little like
they would around Mom and Dad.
A new thought, huh?
Another idea. Have a liaison bet
ween PC students and the Pro
vidence Police. In theory, great. I
ask you, both PC students and
“ men in brown,” would either
o f you listen to such a person? If
you would, we could have a lot less
problems. As a person who was
aksed by a member o f the force to
talk with a student who could have
been “ nailed” with an opencontainer violation, let me say this:
It is worth a try. In this case, it
helped.
This is not to praise nor criticize
either side. Something has to be
done, though. And pretty damn
fast.
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THE JEWISH HOLY DAYS
ROSH H A SH A N A H , the Jewish New
Year, is joyful but not in the same way
our traditional New Year is celebrated.
For them it is a time to start again by
taking stock o f one’s own spiritual well
being. There is this serious tone that
dominates the celebration. YOM K IPPU R , or The D ay of
Atonem ent is a penitential day for the atonem ent o f sins, a

Meet your next Lt. Governor
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1984
at Aquinas Lounge — Wine & Cheese Reception
To volunteer — Call 727-0100

RICHARD

day to seek forgiveness and to forgive.
The FEA ST O F SUKKOT, or the
FEA ST OF TABERN A CLES, is a h ar
vest feast and is one o f the m ost joyful
o f all the celebrations. It is a time when
people build “ booths” or small leanto ’s from the reeds of the harvest. It is
marked by processions, and celebra
tions o f thanksgiving. The FEAST OF
SIM C H A T TO R A H is a feast in which
the people move joyfully around the TO R A H and touch the
Holy Presence o f G od in their midst, The Holy Scrolls.
These days are very much m indful o f the Rotation Days
which were celebrated and observed in relation to the Fall
H arvest in the early Church practice.

D e m o c r a t f o r L t. G o v e r n o r

W E W ISH A L L O F T H E JO Y S A N D BLESSINGS O F
T H E SE H IG H H O LY DAYS TO A LL O F OUR JE W 
ISH
STU D EN TS,
FA C U L T Y ,
STA FF,
AND
FRIEN D S.

Paid for and authorized by the Licht for Lieutenant Governor Committee, Rosemary A. Russo, Treasurer

From the Chaplain, Pastoral Council, and the
entire Providence College community.

Fly with the finest.
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a
Marine aviator If you’re a college freshman,
sophom ore o r junior, you could q ualify for
o u r undergraduate O fficer Commissioning
Program and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation. A ll training is conducted

during the summer. There are no on-campus
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a m onth during
the school year.
Seniorscan qualify for the graduate O fficer
Commissioning Program and attend training
after graduation.

T h i s is a n e x c e l l e n t o D D o rtu n itv t o D r a w v o u f -

self amongst the best and start off
making from $ 17,000 to $23,000
a year. See if you measure up.
Check out the Marine Corps Offi
cer Commissioning Programs.

Applications are now being accepted for next summer's training, but openings are limited. To
discuss these programs, call Captain Gene Conti, your Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer

at

(617)

451-3012

Act

Now!
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BOP NEWS
F ilm C o m m itte e p r e s e n ts ...
H A R D TO H O L D

UNCOMMON VAl.ORl

Date: Sunday, Sept. 30
Time: 8 & 10 p.m.
Place: 64 Hall

Date: Monday, Oct. 8
Time: 8 & 10 p.m.
Place: 64 Hall

They’re as
different as
two people
could be...
and as
much in
love.

C o f f e e h o u s e ...
★

c o m in g s o o n

L a st R e s o r t...
★
Saturday, September 29
9 -1 a.m.
at the Last Resort

Backgammon Tournament
October 16, 1984
9-12 p.m.
at the Last Resort
$1.00 Entry Fee
Sign-ups in the
BOP Office

Proper ID required
Admission: $4.00
Featuring
D. J. Danny Fortes
Tickedts on sale 4:00 p.m. Thurs.-Fri.
Sept. 27 & 28 in BOP office

WATCH FOR DETAILS!

— ENJOY —

L e c tu r e C o m m itte e p rese n ts

John Roarke
America’s most innovative impressionist

Star o f A B C -tv 's

Fridays and regularly featured on Thick© of the Night.

October 11,1984 — 8:00 p.m.
64 Hall — Admission $1.00

“ ...the new man of a thousand faces...”
— Us Magazine
as JOHNNY CARSON
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ARTS/
The National Players
Captivate PC
by Monique Dufour

Jo h n Slaltery and David Neil sta r in R osencrantz & Guildenstern A re Dead.

HAPPENING S AROUND TOWN
ART EXHIBITS
Bannister Gallery, Rhode Island
College, Providence.
Bell Gallery, List Art Center,
Brown University, Providence.
863-2421.
T hrough
Oct.
3—“ Brown Works: From the Per
manent Collection.” This exhibit
includes large-scale contemporary
paintings and constructions from
the collection of the Department of
Art, including works by Avedesian,
Bannard, Bontecou, Oltiski, and
Stella. Hours: Mon.-Fri. 11:00
a.m.-4:00 p.m ., Sat. and Sun. 1:00
p.m.-4:00 p.m.
Creative Survival: Black Life in
Providence, 1776-1865 is the ex
hibit at the Museum of Rhode
Island History at the Aldrich
House, 110 Benevolent St., Pro
vidence. This exhibit explores and
interprets facets o f black life in
18th and 19th century Providence
within the context of national and
international history. Admission is
$1.50. Hours: Tues.-Sat. 11:00
a .m .-4:00 p.m ., Sun. 1:00
p.m.-4:00 p.m.
Hunt-Cavanaugh Gallery, lower
cam pus, PC. Thr'ough Oct.
12—Paintings and prints by Joseph
Paquette and Joseph Paquette Jr.
H ours:
M on.-T hurs.
9:00
a.m.-4:30 p.m. and 6:30 p .m .-9:30
p.m., Fri.-9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
The Legacy of Roger Williams
funded by Rhode Island Commit
tee for the Humanities runs
through Sept, at Fleet National
Bank, 11 Westminster St., Pro
vidence. Scenes of 17th century
England and Colonial America tell
the story o f Rhode Island’s
founder.
Museum of Art, Rhode Island
School of Design, 224 Benefit St.,
Providence. Through Sept.—
“ Style and Identity: Chinese
Costumes Under Manchu Rule” ;
Through Oct. 7—“ Portrait of a
Patron: Mrs. Gustav Radeke” and
“ Sam uel
Yellin:
M aster
M etalcrafter” ; T hro u g h Oct.
21—“ Art to Wear: New Hand
made C lo th in g .’’ C u r r e n t Weaving Traditions o f Southeast
Asia. Examples from the Museun’s
rich collection of Asian textiles.
Works from Cambodia, Thailand,
and Indonesia that feature a
number o f weaving and dying
techniques. Hours: Tues., Wed.,
Fri., and Sat. 10:30 a.m .-5:00
p.m., Thurs. 1:00p.m.-9:00 p.m.,
Sun. 2:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Admis
sion is $1.00.
Rhode Island Watercolor Society,
The Boat House, Slater Park,
P aw tucket.
T hrough
Oct.
5—Works by Cristina Martuccelli,
Dor's Beattie, Lucia Romano, and
Fiieen Shanley. Hours: Tues.-Sat.
10:00 a.m .-4:00 p.m ., Sun. 1:00

I

Roger Williams Park Museum of
N atural History, Providence.
Through mid-Nov.—Wood carv
ings by Antonio Brum and “ The
End of a Line: Primo Landi, Or
namental Architect.” On-going ex
hibits: Mammals, geology, Native
Americans, Narragansett Bay.
Temporary exhibits: Trilobites:
Rulers of the Ancient Seas, Rhode
Island Archeology and African
Fibers and adornments. Hours:
Tues.-Fri. 10:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.,
Sat. and Sun. noon-5:00 p.m.
Sarah Doyle Gallery, 185 Meeting
St., Providence. Through Sept.
29—Recent work by Nade Haley.
H ours:
M on.-T hur.
10:00
a .m .-10:00 p .m ., Fri. 9:00
a. m. -4:00 p.m ., Sat. 11:00
a.m .-3:00 p.m.
Three For All Gallery, the Arcade,
downtown Providence. Through
Oct. 13—Eskimo prints and draw
ings. Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10:00
a.m .-5:00 p.m.

LECTURES
Costume Society of America can be
heard at the Rhode IslandSchool
o f Design through Oct. 21. This
lecture includes a discussion on Art
to Wear. For more information call
331-3511.
On Thur. Oct. 4 at 7:00 pm., Ar
thur Loeb, professor of art at Har
vard University, will present a lec
ture on Virtual Reality, Artful Il
lusion in conjunction with the ex
hibition Hypergraphics 1984:
Visualizing Higher Dimensions (on
view at Woods-Gerry Gallery, 62
Prospect St., Providence. Oct.
4-15). Brown University, List
Gallery, Providence.
O pening
reception
of
Hypergraphics 1984: Visualizing
Higher Dimensions is from 8:00
p.m.-9:30 p.m. on Thur. Oct. 4 at
Woods-Gerry Gallery, 62 Prospect
St., Providence,
Onesimo Almedia, assistant pro
fessor of Portuguese and Brazilian
studies at Brown University, will
give a lecture on Oct. 4 at 7:00 p.m.
at Project Personna, 357 Broad St.,
Providence. Values, Culture, and
Development in Latin America
covers “ contrasts o f values and
culture in Latin America and the
United States.”

Cabaret, presented by Playwright
Productions, City Nights Dinner
Theater, Elks Club Ballroom, Ex
change St., Pawtucket. 723-6060.
Curtain: Fri. and Sat. 8:15 p.m.,
Sun. 7:15 p.m. Dinner served at
7:00 p.m. on Fri. and Sat. and at
6:00 p.m. on Sun. Tickets: $15 for
dinner and show. Through Oct. 14.
Gigi opens at the Prov. Performming Arts Center on Fri. and Sat.,
Sept. 28 amd 29 at 8:00 p.m. and
at 3:00 p.m. Matinee on the 29th.
Night Watch, presented by Top
Hat Productions at the Coachmen
Restaurant, Routes 138 and 24,
Tiverton. 624-8423. Curtain: Tues.
and Wed. 8:15 p.m. Buffet served
at 7:00 p.m. Tickets: $14 for show .
and buffet. Through Oct. 19.
Terra Nova begins Trinity Square
Repertory Company’s 21st season.
Performances run from Oct.
5-Nbv.4 in the upstairs theatre.
Curtain: Tues.-Sun. 8:00 p.m. and
Sun. and occasional Wed. and Sat.
matinees at 2:00 p.m. For more in
form ation and tickets call
351-4242.

IN CONCERT
There will be a Cello-Piano duo
concert with guest artists Merilyn
Neher on piano and Thomas
Rutishauser on cello on Sat., Sept.
29 at 8:00 p.m. in the Blackfriars
Theatre.
Diana Ross performs at the Boston
Garden on Sept. 30 at 7:30 p.m.
Rush plays at the Worcester Cen
trum Oct. 2 and 3 at 7:30 p.m.

ON SCREEN
Hard to Hold will be in ’64 Hall on
Sun., Sept. 30 at 8:00 and 10:00
p.m.
Avon Repertory Cinema, Thayer
St., Providence. 421-3315.
Bristol Cinema, 87 Bradford St.,
Bristol. 253-9846.
Castle Theater, 1029 Chalkstone
Ave., Providence. 831-3178.
Brown University Film Society,
863-3178.
Lincoln Mall Cinema, Lincoln.
333-2130.

ETC.
The Arcade, 65 Weybosset St.,
Providence. Sept. 30—The Arcade
Fashion Show, 2:00 p.m.

ON STAGE
Boseman and Lena, presented by
Brown University Theater at Leeds
Theatre, Wa.terman St., Pro
vidence. 863-2838. Curtain: Fri.Sun. 8:00 p.m. Students $2.00.

Anyone in te re s te d in
w r itin g fo r A r ts &
E n tertainm ent, leave
a no te in Th e Cowl
o ffic e , lo w e r Slavin.

Have you ever experienced the
theatre? Witnessing a play is truly
a magical exercise in imagination.
As the lives o f real characters un
fold before an eager audience,
vulnerable and colorful. The Na
tional Players o f Catholic Univer
sity sparked their own theatrical
magic Monday night, September
17, in the Blackfriars Theatre with
their production of Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern are Dead.
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern,
the two major characters n this play
by Tom Stoppard, jumped from
the pages of Shakespeare’s Hamlet
to present that famous tragedy
from their perspective. John Slat
tery and David Neil captured the
awe and disillusionment of these
two minor characters as they were
thrust into a situation that they
could neither comprehend nor
remove themselves from. Pawns in
the complex game o f Hamlet; they
“ were sent for” by King Claudius
to complete his dirty handiwork.
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
strove to understand their purpose,
bantering back and forth in com
ical dialogues which the audience

responded to with hearty laughter.
So real was the portrayal of these
characters, their confused,
anguished eyes and nervous babble,
I wished to console these desolate
men as they struggled even to
distinguish between themselves.
Surprises jetted in and out of the
story; H am let, O phelia and
Claudius often invaded the scenes,
giving the audience the same small
slices of Hamlet that Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern were meagerly
portioned, and the players of
Hamlet developed characters of
their own. The Players presented
the audience with exhuberant mime
which never failed to ensnare the
interest
of
Rosencrantz,
Guildenstern, and the audience.
Robert Graham, the leading Player
dressed in the costume o f a
perpetually wandering actor, was
particularly
colorful
and
perceptive.
This night of theatre was enter
taining, inexpensive (only one
dollar), and refreshing. With
laughter, class, and tenderness, the
N ational Players offered us
friends, feelings, and thoughts we
did not forget even after the cur
tain fell. That’s entertainment.

Collins With a New Twist
by Christine McQuade
On Saturday, September 22,
beginning at 8:00 p.m. WSNE-FM
radio presented th e famous
recording star Judy Collins at the
Providence Perform ing Arts
Center, Weybosset St., Providence.
Miss Collins was trained as a
classical pianist but is also recogniz
ed for her guitar playing as well as
her powerful and sensitive voice.
She gained national attention in the
early 1960’s as she played a major
part in the American folk-music
renaissance.
Saturday’s performance was an
entertaining display o f Collins’ fine
talent. Her clear voice sounded
throughout the theater in enchant
ing phrases and sweeping melodies.
One of the favorites performed was
“ Both Sides Now” written by Joni
Mitchell. Collins’ program also in
cluded older songs such as “ Some
day Soon” “ G ood-M ornin’
America” , and the fblk song “ Bar
bara Allen” as well as some more
recent tunes, such as “ Memories”
from the Broadway musical Cats.
The audience was attentive and
enthusiastic. Collins invited all to
participate, in the catchy and
humorous tune called, “Everybody
Works in China” where fans could
join in the refrain and clap to the
beat. At times Collins would relax

with the audience, often relating a
bit of background on the next song
or introducing the accompanying
musicians.
In the two decades since Collins
began, her style has evolved with
the times. However, one might
have felt that Collins was perhaps
a bit too flashy for her usual style.
It seemed as though each song per
formed was jazzed up. It is nice to
hear a slight variation here and
there, but Collins’ truly brilliant
voice and enormous talent does not
need to be disguised, spiced up, or
modernized by the flash and
sparkle o f a Las Vegas show. The
unnecessary variations made songs
sound cluttered and showy.
In spite of this, Collins gave a
wonderful performance. She closed
the show with two all time
favorites. Her most famous song
“ Send in the Clowns” by Stephen
Sondheim, was captivating.
After that lovely song she was
called back on stage to perform the
hymn recorded in 1970 “ Amazing
Grace.” This was done acapella
with the audience joining in. This
spiritual song was an appropriate
closing for the show, as Judy Col
lins thanked God and all people for
helping celebrate the release of her
twentieth album this week on
Elektra Records.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS!
Student jobs with local company. Im
mediate part-time positions available
with a 15-20 hour flexible schedule.
Excellent income and rewarding exper
ience. $100-$125/week, plus scholar
ship program.
For details/interview, see
MR. KEITH QUINN (PC Alumnus)
Wednesday, October 3, 1984
Slavin Center (Room 306 — 3rd Floor)
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ENTERTAINMENT
A Look at Domestic Violence
By Jacqueline Viggiano
Before walking into Blackfriars’
Theatre on Saturday night, I did
not knOw what to expect from the
Rhode Island Feminist Theatre’s
production I was about to watch.
I expected to see a one-dimensional
view of the world which capital
ized the strengths of women and
downplayed the en tire male
population. This suspicion was for
tunately soon to be proved wrong.
The production had two presen-

Becoming One
In A ll o f M e
By Lissa Laffey
“ Well, excuse me! ” Once again
Martin gets to exclaim his infamous
line. But in his new movie, A lt o f
Me, he directs it toward Lily
Tomlin.
Carl Reiner ha$_ brought to the
screen, as director and col
laborator, an extremely funny
movie about a very wealthy but dy
ing woman (played by Lily Tomlin)
who has willed her soul to the
daughter of her stable keeper after
she is dead. This is supposed to
happen through an Indian swami’s
process o f transmigration. But of
course something goes wrong.
Tomlin’s soul ends up in Steve
Martin who plays a lawyer .and a
part-time jazz musician who can
not choose between the two.
If this isn’t bad enough, both
Martin and Tomlin hate each other
(and that is even before Tomlin is
dead). The problems begin because
Tomlin is controlling Martin’s right
side. When a woman controls one
side of the body and a man controls
the other, the-body movements
turn out to be hilarious. Steve mar
tin plays this to the hilt, and is at
his best when he is trying to do cer
tain things w ithout T om lin’s
cooperation such as going to the
bathroom and walking.
Steve Martin has in A ll o f M e his
funniest role since The Jerk. Lily
Tomlin brings charm and wit to her
character but she loses much o f her
role because, after she dies, we only
get to see her when M artin is look
ing in a mirror. This movie is what
both performers needed-for they
both have had long list of flops in
their careers.
For anyone who is a Steve Mar
tin fan, AH o f M e is a must. For
those o f you who are not so im
pressed by the wild and crazy guy,
you will be pleasantly surprised at
how funny the movie is. It is play
ing at the Showcase and Starcase
cinemas. It has been rated PG-13.
That means there is no nudity or
extreme foul language, but there
are som e very funny adult
situations.

decides to leave her husband after
tations. The first, Cast Against
eighteen years of abuse. Peg Hollis,
Type, was an orally interpreted an
played by Julie Pember, is a young
thology which involved extracts
pregnant mother of three who finds
from the works and views of many
it difficult to leave her husband
women in British theater. Although
after realizing her financial
the thoughts stated in the play were
dependence on him despite his fre
from a woman’s point o f view,
quent beatings during nine years.
they were ideas that appealed not
The dramatization of these three
exclusively to women, but to men
women, all at different stages of
as well. The content of these ex
their relationship w ith their
tracts were filled with truisms
husbands, was a frightening,
about life and relationships to
realistic approach at what actually
which both sexes can relate.
happens in one out o f four
The second presentation. Inter
households in the nation.
nal Injury, was a play about
The actor and actresses in both
domestic violence. It involved three
productions gave brilliant inter
women, all different personality
pretations and performances.
types, with one thing in common;
each o f their husbands physically, Because o f the serious content ai. d
nature of this production, I would
abuse them. Josephine Munroe,
not recommend it for a night of fun
played by Sherilyn Brown, is a
entertainment. It is however,
vibrant young independent artist
definitely a production well worth
who is newly married to an abusive
spending the time to see for an
man. Hellen Adams, played by
awareness at to what is happening
June Judson, is a mild mannered
in today’s society.
middle-aged woman who finally

Sherilyn Brown and Julie Pember star in RIFT'S Internal
Injury.

T H E IR 10 Y E A R O L D D A U G H T E R
IS S U IN G T H E M F O R D IV O R C E .

PLANNING AHEAD
The Rhode Island Philharmonic
will open its 40th season of concerts
on Sat., Oct. 13 at the Providence
Performing Arts Center. Maestro
Alvaro Cassuto, Music Director of
the Orchestra, will present Coper
nicus by the American composer
Alan Hovahaness, and Symphony
No. 3 by Johannes Brahms. The
American pianist John Browning
will join the orchestra as soloist
performing the Piano Concerto
No. 3 by Prokofiev.
Stevie Ray Vaughan appears at the
Orpheum on Oct. 6 at 7:30 p.m.
The Grateful Dead will be playing
at the Worcester Centrum Oct. 8
and 9 at 7:30 p.m.
REM performs Oct. 16 at Veterans
M emorial
A uditorium ,
Providence.

RYAN O'NEAL SHELLEY LONG • DREW BARRYMORE
"IRRECONCILABLE DIFFERENCES" A LANTANA PRODUCTION
SAM WANAMAKER •ALLEN GARFIELD - SHARON STONE
amor ofpfottpof*, WILLIAM A. FRAKER, A.S.C. Em»i« PnAco NANCY MEYER
p-fw t, ARLENE SELLERS «a ALEX WIN1TSKY
NANCY MEYERS a CHARLES SHYER d m * CHARLES SHYER
IP G | PARENTALGUIDANCESUGGESTED<^>| *
[SOMCUATtnitCMAYHOIBE
FOBCHHPgii| ®
° """

g
~

OPENS A T TH EATR ES EVERYW H ER E
F R ID A Y , S E P T E M B E R 28 T H
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T he A ura o f
T h a y e r S treet
by Chris Grenier
To be referred to as
cosmopolitan, one must have
visited and familiarized himself
with aspects o f many societies and
their customs. He who is cultured
and appreciative o f the unique and
often quaint things in life, is one
who realizes that being an in
dividual is often both attractive and
special. Not everyone has the desire
or even the wherewithal to be dif- '
ferent, but those who do tend to
reside together in places where their
ideas thrive and attract attention.
Thayer Street, on Providence’s
East Side, is one o f those places
where “ uniqueness makes the dif
ference.” Only a small niche in a
big city, but rooted firmly among
the college campuses o f both
Brown University and Rhode
Island School of Design, Thayer
Street has established itself as a
cultural breeding ground. Such
highly acclaimed universities as
Brown and RISD attract students
and faculty from all corners of the
’ world. Each with his own per
sonality and lifestyle.
There is an aura there, that
seems to fill the street and the
minds o f the people who frequent
it. A kind o f magic or mystical
sense is ever-present as one saunters
from shop to shop on Thayer
Street. An almost unrealistic at
mosphere of grandeur and curiosity
seem willing to hold the casual
patron in a bond of ever-increasing
interest and awe of the events and
variagated personalities around
him. Thayer Street is filled with a
peculiar charm emanating from all
that is taking place. The coinciding
and blending of different ideas and
backgrounds from inumerable
walks of life creates settings and

situations o f novelty and refreshing
innovation.
Expensive ice cream, distincive
clothing and access to most any
literature desirable, provides peo
ple with freedom to express
themselves in any manner they like.
Thayer Street allows its patrons to
shop in an atmosphere of creativi
ty and charm. Each and every
business is a reflection and
somehow product of the customer
who comes through the front door.
Whether you’re purchasing a
peacoat from the Thayer Street
Army-Navy Store, or just a paper
back novel from the College Hill
Book Store, you are one o f an ex
clusive clientelle, catered to by
retailers of equal standing. Ashby
Dean Ltd., selling everything from
cards to racquetballs and tennis
shorts, is a popular shopping place
for students. After a quick taco at
the Taco-maker, you might try a
frozen yogurt served at Penguins
outdoor cafe, or lick a homemade
ice cream cone from Steve’s On the
corner o f Thayer and Angell
Streets.
Spat’s is the hot nightspot for a
drink before Or after a show. And
for whatever you would like to see,
just consult the schedule at the
Avon Theatre; they play three
shows daily, including original
oldies and art films! Have dinner
at Andreas or grab a hot dog from
“ Frankie’s Dog House” ; Incredi
ble Edibles has everything from
soup to nuts, so take your choice.
Regardless of your need or desire,
if it’s something unusual, unique,
or maybe even obsolete, you’ll very
often •discover it somewhere be
tween the Big Apple Deli and the
Thayer Street Market.

The
Easiest-growing

profession
in America.

Avon Theatre, College Hill Bookstore, Penguin’s Steve’s. (Photo by Tom Corrigan).

PC Priory..More Than Just a Building
by Megan Sullivan
A great deal has already been
said about the priory, recently built
here at Providence College. The
building itself is beautiful and cer
tainly long overdue, but in order to
more fully appreciate this building
it is important to understand the
Dominican ideals.
The Dominican order was
established soley for the purpose of
preaching and for the salvation of
souls. The Dominicans believed
that the best way to achieve these
goals was through teaching, writing
and, more importantly, through
community involvement.
The atmosphere at the priory will
be an atmosphere o f unity. The
Dominicans will dine together,
pray together, and relax together.
A simple example o f this is given
by the very Reverend J. Stuart
McPhail, O .P., who compares the

recreation room of the priory to
that of a family room, where the
Dominicans can relax, engage in
conversation,' or enjoy quiet
reading.
Another very important aspect
of the priory is that o f the chapel.’
The chapel will be used for prayer
every morning and every evening as
the Dominicans come together to
pray.
The Dominican order was
established, in part, to serve the
community. It is obvious at PC
that the Dominicans are very in
volved in our community; they take
part in every aspect of the college.
The priory will provide them with
a stable atmosphere from which
they can better serve the
community.
The Dominican motto, “ To con
template and to give others the
fruits o f contemplation,” neatly
surm ises the ideals o f the

D om inicans.
Giving
the
Dominicans a place to live where
they can more fully realize this
motto will serve not only the,
Dominicans but the entire PC
community.
Brother Kevin O’Connell, O.P.;
Father Phillip Smith, O.P.; and
Father J. Stuart McPhail, O .P., all
emphasized, the same basic points
concerning the priory. They felt
that there would be a community
. atmosphere in the priory in which
both the faculty and students may
take part. .The morning and even
ing prayer in the chapel will be
open to everyone. The entire PC
community is not only welcome but
also encouraged to attend.
The priory provides a visible
reminder o f the important com
munity atmosphere that surrounds
the Dominican order, as well as
Providence College i($elf.

WEEKLY JUMBLE by Maureen Grady
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square to form
four ordinary words.

According to th e U.S. B ureau o f Labor S tatistics,
the need fo r paralegals is a b o u t to double.

Now is the time to become a part of this
dynamic profession. .. and there is no finer train
ing available than at Philadelphia's acclaimed
Institute for Paralegal Training. After just four
m onths of intensive study, we will find you a job
in the city of your choice. We a re so confident o f
the marketability of pur graduates that we offer a
unique tuition refund plan.
To learn how you can add market value to
your college degree, return the coupon or c a l l t o l l free: 1-800-222-1PLT.
W e’l l be on cam p u s O cto b e r 16, 1984
Contact your placement office to arrange for an
individual interview or group presentation.

Housing and
Financial Aid
available

THE INSTITUTE
FOR PARALEGAL
TRAINING
/American ^far
Association

j*
I
I

Mail this coupon to:
RPC
Institute for Paralegal Training
1926 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Please send a copy of your catalogue.

College------------------------ —— -------------

ANSWERS TO LAST WEEK’S JUMBLE:
Service • Waffle • Poorly • Deprave - Friar Power
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Spotlight:

Jim Giamo and WDOM 91.3
by Anne D’Andrea
Jim Giaimo is the General
Manager this year at WDOM. The
Cowl was able to interview him last
week to find out about this vital,
yet not well known organization.
Here’s what Jim had to say.

WDOM’s Jim Giaimo (Photo By Brian Thornton).

Kins Richard’s Faire Opens
The pages o f history will be turn
ed back when King Richard’s Faire
return s to S ou th C arver,
Massachusetts for the sixth con
secutive year. This year’s Festival
began Labor Day, September 1,2,
and 3, is continuing through Oc
tober 14th including Columbus
Day, Monday, October 8th.
King Richard’s Faire is a true
recreation of Renaissance life in
England and a marketplace at
festival time. From food and fair
ings (crafts) to entertainment and
costuming, every aspect of the
Faire captures the essence o f this
exciting historical period.
The Renaissance began in Italy
more than 500 years ago and
spread to the rest o f Europe from
the 14th through 16th centuries. It
was an age o f adventure and
curiosity. Men became fascinated
by the world around them. They
tried to glorify man, and, at the
same time win fame for themselves.
Faires became popular in Europe
during this time. Farmers and
villagers would gather to barter
livestock and other goods. The
gatherings began to grow in size
and pageantry, attracting minstrels,
troubadors, dancers and the like.
King Richard’s Faire is fashion
ed in the tradition begun at the Bar
tholomew Faire in London. The
Bartholomew Faire was the first to
put amusement above everything
else. Circus and vaudeville acts
were developed. Performers were
widely known and came from the
Continent to participate. The

typical Renaissance Faire also
featured long rows of shops where
toy’s clothing and souvenirs were
sold. Fairings included ribbons,
trinkets, and cakes cut in the shape
o f animals.
Just as in the 16th century, King
Richard’s modern day Faire at
tracts actors, dancers, minstrels,
jugglers and beggars. These people,
costumed appropriately, perform
for the King and Queen. While
Faire-goers are surrounded by this
live tableaux o f Renaissance
characters, merchants sell food and
crafts typical o f this period.
The Renaissance period was in
strumental in developing the arts as
we know them. In remembrance of
this, the Faire features a variety of
comedy and drama. Guest story
tellers, fortunetellers, madrigal
groups, and other artists will ap
pear. Faire-goers will be drawn in
to the action. A highlight o f this
year’s Festival will be 3 horse-tohorse jousting exhibitions to en
thrall the crowd, performed by the
Hanlon-Lees Action Theatre. The
horses charge at full gallop bearing
armed riders, each trying to unseat
his opponent. When lance and
shield contact, the men experience
fifty mile per hour impact.
Festival gates are open from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. each weekend day.
Admission is $8.50 for adults,
$3.50 for children five through 12
and free for children under five.
Parking is free at the site. For fur
ther information call 617-866-5718.

ON CAMPUS
_____
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
Weenie, happy 24th!
Portable crib and high chair. Dark
Ex-roomie Sharon: Concerning
maple, like new. Call 353-6063.
your recent homework assignment:
“ “
~ O n l y 5-minutes from Manhattan to
APPLE II System workstation,
a dry, sandy beach? It certainly
software. Exceptional price. Conadded.. .to our gripe session. Muff,
tact Jack Colby, psychology dept., ■■
865-2613.
RIDES
1
■
■■
Burlington—interested in finding
MISC.
rides to UVM most weekends in
PO—Girl: P + V = O. Having
Oct. and Nov. Will share expenses
with this equation? Perhaps Jim B.
and driving if necessary, if you can
from w ork will tu to r...K ris
help, call Patrick, 274-7515.
Kringle.
11
1
^
^
“““
““
Anyone willing to share expenses
Mom and Dad Sweet,I Love you!
for a roadtrip to Syracuse or
Margaret.
Rochester, N.Y. If interested, send
■■
your name and phone number to
A — Have you lost weight? Muff.
Sue, box 588.
H appy birthday, Dad. Love,
Kendra.
“===_=— “ =”—
“ —
Jo, baby. I love ya! Mags-baby.
•---------- ---------- -----Trish, have you lost weight? M uff
Kate Smith—Would you please
send a copy o f your survey results.
I’m sure they were a-rousing suecess: Jennifer and Co.
'
------B—how’s your son? Rap.
Dad, happy bdatyd b.rthday!
I-ove Gen
■ .*
___________________

Help! I need a ride home to
W estchester C ounty, N.Y.
(Bedford-Pound Ridge vicinity) on
Friday, Columbus Day weekend.
1 Call Pat at 865-3266.
1
Need a ride to Chestnut Hill, MA,
Wheaton College, or UCONN any
weekend. Will share expenses. Call
3009, evenings. Ask for Denise,
1
—
SERVICES
60 wpm typist will type most papers
Madcnb fo, ,ya«,nabfc
CaU 3009, evenui8s A:»k for
Denise. _____________________

Q: Jim, please tell us about
yourself, and about how you
became interested and involved
with WDQM.
A: I am a junior here at PC ma
joring in accounting. My home
town is East Haven, Connecticut.
I am an active member of the
Kqights o f Columbus and par
ticipate in intramurals. My interest
in radio started in high school
where I was General Manager of
the radio station WHGS.
I became involved with WDOM
with the aid of my sister Maryanr.’s
involvement. Becoming involved
with WDOM my freshman year, I
quickly moved up the ranks from
newscaster to news director. 1 was
chief engineer during my
sophomore year, as well as color
commentator for Friar hockey and
for the Lady Friars basketball.
Q: Jim, could you tell us about the
changes, if any, that are going to
be made at WDOM this year?
A: Last year was a tough year. I
feel this year our executive board
and other participants are more
dedicated and concerned than ever
before. There should be a noticable
all-around im provem ent at
WDOM due to this over-flowing
enthusiam. We are aiming for a
more professional sound, and our
new programs are geared to that
goal.
I would like to mention our ex
ecutive board for this year. Our
Public Service Director is Sam Capuano. Our Rock Music Directors
are Paul Hagen and Bill Lane.
Mike Carey and Charlie Vinopal
are our Jazz Music Directors. The
classical section o f our programm
ing is under the direction of
Thomas Krann. Ed Hennessey is
our News Director, and our Sports
Director is Matt Adams. And last
but not least, our Soul Director is
Eric Gasbarrow. I look forward to
working with these talented and
dedicated people this year.
Q: Could you tell us about specific

Full Service Typing
for business and
professionals—
I 751-42181

Q eJtiw vnA -lt. s
In (he Arcade
Downlo.vn Providence

Wed. & Sun.

Frank Santos
R Rated Hypnotist!
8& 10 pm
Thursday

new plans and programs that are
going into affect this year at
WDOM.
A: One major new plan that we are
trying this year is a change in the
scheduling procedure; we are going
to use block scheduling this year at
WDOM. It is tentatively set up as
follows: 7am-noon will be classical
music, 12:00-5:00 p.m. will be jazz,
5:00-6:00 will be news and a Public
Service Program. Monday through
Thursday from 6:00 until sign-off
we will play progressive rock. On
the weekends from 6:00-9:00 p.m.
there will be progressive rock
followed by soul until sign-off at
2:00am.
We plan on having promo weeks
for new bands such as REM and
The Alarm; we have scheduled in
terviews with them that will be
broadcast. WDOM will continue to
be available to DJ at mixers and
other social events, and hopes to
sponsor some dance parties this
year. These are some o f our many
new plans for this year.
One interesting set o f programs
I would like to mention is the
Public Service Programs. They will
be on every day except Saturday
from 5:15 until 6:00 p.m. On Mon
day we will have our Trivia Shoppe
program in which listeners can call
in and answer questions to win
many prizes. Tuesday’s program,
Off the Cuff, will be a sports com
m entary. The program for
Wednesday is Express Line, and in
terview program in which listeners
can call in and ask questions to the
person being interviewed. Thurs
day’s program, Around the Town,
will give a weekly calender of
events in and around Providence.
Get the Business, Friday’s pro
gram, will be a business week-inreview, and will focus in on general
business topics. News Front is Sun
day’s program and will be a week
ly review of the news. These are all
good programs and I urge students
as well as the community to tune
in.
Q: Jim, could you tell us what role
WDOM plays here at PC and in the
Providene community?
A: WDOM is a diamond in the
rough. Many people don’t see its
enorm ous potential benefits,
perhaps due to its out-of-the way
location in the basement of
Joseph’s Hall!! I would like to
make the point that WDOM is
NOT the campus station, but
rather the station on the campus.
Many businesses and families in the
community tune in regularly. I

know o f many restaurants who use
our jazz music program in the
afternoon as background music.
Our organization doesn’t end at the
boundaries o f the campus. We
broadcast all over the state of
Rhode Island and into south
eastern Massachusetts. So, besides
serving many of the needs o f PC,
we contribute in a significant way
to the community.
Q: Could you comment on the op
portunities for involvement of PC
students at WDOM?
A: I would urge all those interested
to come down and check out our
facilities. We are located in the
basement of Joseph’s Hall. The
first step is to fill out an applica
tion, then cut a demo tape, and
after that we will try to schedule
you. I would like to say that you
don’t need a perfect voice, what
you need is determination, dedica
tion, and drive. That’s what we’re
looking for. You must be willing to
put in the time and effort to achieve
professional sound.
★ CONVOCATION From Page 1
open—where 1 listen to people,”
said the Governor about his
decision-making process. The
Governor also spoke briefly on
other topics of personal conviction
versus public policy that have an
impact on our lives today. These
topics were highway safety, gambl
ing and nuclear arms.
Convocation Day ended with a
cook-out at Raymond Field for all
the students. Hamburgers, hot
dogs and soda were served, and the
Athletic Board put together a varie
ty of games for the students to par
ticipate in.

“ SOFTCOLORS”
SOFT CONTACTLENSESby ClBA
COLORS: Aqua, Groan, Blue, Amber

DAILY-WEAR SOFT CONTACTS
BAUSCH & LOMB SOFLENS

$4 9 “C p.„

(LENSESONLY U.B. SERIES)
SINGLE VISION
$ 1 Q 95
EYEGLASSES
A
C,ear'.Stoc°lonseslstRDiv,'blanl<S
EYEEXAM-*25.00
ONE-STOP VISION CARE
DR^ A. GREENBERG
Mon'-Sat 9 5 ByAp°pofmm“ ntRI
Open Weds
CALL
4 2 1 -9 5 1 5 Clip & Save

C L A S S IF IE D S
BARMAID WANTED. Call Paul
between 9 p.m . and 1 a.m.
949-9888.
----------------------------------------------ZABBY’S SANDWICH SHOP,
Get a 12 oz. FREE COKE with
each medium sub. College l.D. required. Expires Sept. 30, 1984.
DORM REPS WANTED. Please
call 331-4141.
OFF-CAMPUS delivery starting
O ct. 1, M on.-F ri. 5-9 p.m
Minimum $5 order. ’
'

TYPING SERVICE
O n c a m p u s p ic k u p a n d
d elivery. $1 p e r pag e for
double-spaced term papers a nd
reports, resum es, etc.
281-8624.

LARGE 5 ROOM APARTMENT
available. Oakland Ave. Furnishwith stove and "*'«■ Possibilit y o f 2 year lease- $330/month.
Call Jerry DiBiase, 331-1635.

Mixed Review
Featuring h in a teu r &
N ational Comedians!
New C om edians W elcome!
9 p.m.
Fri. &Sai.

COMEDY
REVIEW
Top local & national
comedians!

9 &It p.m.
Reservations:

274-0170

POOR RICHARD & SON, 131
M ONTREAL
W EEKEND
Douglas Ave., Prov. 8:00 to 6:00,
PARTY—Nov. 2, 3, 4. $68.00 inMon.-Sat. We buy, sell, trade, and
eludes R.T. Transportation from
restore furn itu re. Richard,
your campus. 3 days-2 nights hotel
274-8306.
in D.T. M ontreal. Welcome ______________________________
Party—all taxes & tips. Drinking
age 18. Over 40 colleges will attend. . rv«riiK vvc m 7 7 «
CALL TODAY. OPTIONAL. ! TOM‘N°
»
B R U IN S -M O N T R E A L
*°ns
M«*t be at least 18
TICKETS
yearS ° f age’have own car Wlth m'
TOWN TOURS & TRAVEL
stan ce. Flexible hours, full or
T° N
MVn
b
part-time. Call betweeu 11 and 4.
482 Maui S t.
o c nonn » i r
M J d c n , M A 02148
617-321-3993

“ | -9800 A sk f° '

j
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POETRY

CORNER
sunrise

Flames, cast like peaches on a tree
Until they fall, rosy
Pink, in the morning dew.
The frost blue sky
Awakens.
Deep saw grass
Long and entwining shoots
Through the crystal
Water spring
O f dawn.
Eric L. Andlauer

In Dunes
Eel grass forming lines,
Semi-slivers in the sand
Like moons in sunlight.

Please address typewritten work with name and box number to The
A le m b ic S tu d e n t P o etry Corner, Box 1810. All submissions will be
considered for the 1984-1985 A le m b ic, unless otherwise requested.

CIV Is Alive and Well and Living at PC
by Kathy Rossbaum
Now that the great age of com
puters and ever advancing
technology is upon us, everyone in
college seems to be majoring in
business. Even those who are not
interested in business are majoring
in it. Why? Naturally because it
will aid in landing a fantastic job
upon graduation. Right? Well, this
may or may not be true in
everyone’s case. What has become
increasingly obvious in recent years
is the fact that college students are
convinced that in order to get a job
out in the “ real world” , they must
major in business. Because this
philosophy has become so popular,
students at some colleges and
universities are neglecting the tradi
tional liberal arts, centering their
studies solely in business, math,
computer courses. As a result,
these students are becoming very
one-sided in their thinking.
Fortunately, the students who
graduate from Providence College
will be ready and able to use their
minds to tackle any problem that
may come their way—be it in the
business world, the medical field,
or the law office. What is this
eighth wonder o f the world that so
brilliantly cultures our minds,
broadens our horizons, sharpens
our communication skills, and
makes us well rounded individuals?
O f course, it is P C ’s Development
o f Western Civilization Program,
a course that everyone is required
to take for four semesters.
Many business majors probably
feel that “ Civ” is a waste o f time.
After all, what do Mesopotamia,

Plato, and Jansenism have to do
with running a business or pro
gramming a computer? A lot,
believe it or not! The skills we
learn, and the habits that we ac
quire in the broadening o f our
minds, will, in the long run, help
us to solve problems rationally and
to communicate effectively. What
we leam in “ Civ” is essentially how
to think. These skills will remain
with us long after the memorization
o f which King Henry was involved
in which war passes from our
minds.
Ironically, many employers ac
tually prefer liberal arts majors to
business majors. They want people
who will be able to logically solve
problems that arise in everyday life.
They want people with a strong
liberal arts background, such as the
one provided by th e DWC
Program.
I am not implying that students
should not major in business.
However, students should not feel
as though they have to major in
business in order to get a job. A re
cent PC graduate who majored in
history and took only one or two
business courses, is now working at
,a major corporation as a broker.
However, in an interview last year,
a senior told an employer that his
grade point, average would have
been higher had it not been for
“ Civ” —he did not get the job.
The Development of Western
Civilization Program was pul into
effect at PC in 1971 after a three
year curriculum revision process
which involved almost the entire
faculty. The Administration and
faculty saw a problem with the old

Get dow n to business fester.
W ith the BA-35.
If there’s one thing business
students have always needed,
this is it: art affordable, busi
ness-oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA-3 5, the Student Business
Analyst.
Its built-in business
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions — the ones that
usually require a lot of time
and a stack of reference books,
like present and future value

A powerful combination.
calculations, amortizations
T hink business. With
and balloon payments.
the BA-35 Student
The BA-3 5 means you
Business Analyst.
spend less time calculating,
and more time learning. One
keystroke takes the place
exas
of many.
nstrum ents
The calculator is just part
Creating useful products
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.

I

T

curriculum in that it was too
traditional—it consisted of uncon
nected items o f information. The
Committee, which included Dr.
Fortin and Fr. Peterson, believed
that the students needed to see the
in terrelationship
between
disciplines. The old core cur
riculum consisted of six hours of
English composition, six hours
English literature, six hours of
history, fifteen hours o f religion,
and fifteen hours o f philosophy.
The “ Great Grandfather” of our
DWC Program here at PC is Col
umbia University, where an inter
disciplinary humanities program
was taught, although not in teams.
The program was incorporated
here through the Arts Honors Pro
gram in the form of a seminar for
juniors and seniors. However, in
1968 when Dr'. Rene Fortin became
the Director o f the Arts Honors
program, the Western Civilization
Program became a freshman and
sophomore Arts Honors Western
Civilization Program. This pro
gram became the model for our
present DWC program.
Interestingly enough, the real im
petus for the present DWC pro
gram came from the students
themselves. A common question
from the students was, “ Why
should only the Arts Honors
students have the opportunity to
take this course?”
The first year o f the program 1
was a traumatizing one for both the
students and the teachers. The
students did not know what to ex
pect and the teachers did not know
what to require for work, or how
much the students could handle.
However, adjustments were quick
ly made and the program has been
a huge success ever since.
In 1974, Dr. Fortin was invited
to St. Anselm College in New
Hampshire to establish a Western
Civilization program for them. St.
Anselm College became the first
college to adapt our DWC pro
gram. However, time showed that
St. Anselm was not the only school
that was interested. Dr. Fortin has
since received phone calls from col
leges and universities all over the
country making inquiries into our
program. Holy Cross, Manhattan
College, and the University of
California at Berkeley are among
the dozens o f schools that have
shown an interest. The University
o f California at Berkeley has, in
fact, adopted a DWC program very
similar to ours. It is interesting to
point out that at the time PC
started its DWC program in 1971,
most colleges were moving away
from a liberal arts education.
Brown University is according to
Irene Wielawski in an article from
the Providence Journal, one such
college which sees the need for a
broad liberal arts education in
preparation for medical school. In
the past it has been found that
because of the fierce competition in
getting into medical school, many
pre-med students have been
overloading their schedules with
science courses and neglecting
other areas. The ressult of this has
been “ a perversion o f the goal of
a liberal arts education, which is to
train people to think and be curious
about a wide range o f topics” ac
cording to Dr. David S. Greer,
Dean of Brown Medical School.
The solution that the Brown ad
ministrators have come up with is
to eliminate all pre-medical re
quired
courses
at
the
undergraduate level, thus allowing
the student the opportunity to take
courses in the arts, humanities and
social sciences.
So, for all o f you non-business
majors, it looks like your time has
come! You may able to get a job
after all. And for all o f you
business majors, do not be so quick
to condemn “ Civ” . Give it a
chance, put some effort into it, and
appreciate the fantastic liberal arts
education that we are getting at
PC. It looks as though we will all
be one step ahead of the game!
My thanks to Dr. Sickinger and
Dr. Fortin for their help.
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WDOM

91.3m

“ N EW and IMPROVED”
Providence C ollege Radio!

THE MUSIC.
CLASSICAL MORNINGS:
7 AM to 12 PM every morning you’ll hear the best in classical programming, from
Bach to Bernstein—with hourly news updates—including coverage of the New York
Philharmonic and Chicago Symphony Orchestras live in concert!

JAZZ IN THE AFTERNOON:
12 PM-5 PM Monday thru Saturday, the only daytime jazz to be found anywhere on
the dial in Providence. From Big Band to Fusion, tune your ears to WDOM.

THE HOME OF PROGRESSIVE ROCK:
6 PM-2 AM WDOM “ starts making sense" with the best in new music, live interviews,
concert updates, and ticket give-aways. If it's hot you’ll hear it first on the station for
hew music in Providence— 91.3 FM.

AND MORE...
Soul Patrol breaks your way with the best in Funk and Dance music every Friday,
Saturday and Sunday nights after 9 PM. Plus expanded Reggae hours give you rebel
music 6-9 PM every Saturday and Sunday noon.

THE PROGRAMS:
AIRING 5 PM NIGHTLY —
MONDAY TRIVIA SHOP — Sam Capuano^nd Joe Mecca test your trivia. Call in!
TUESDAY — OFF THE CUFF — Dave Salzillo and Tracy Tucker host WDOM's popular
sports talk show.
WEDNESDAY — EXPRESS LINE — Dan McMorrow takes calls from listeners on Trends
and current events!
THURSDAY — AROUND THE TOWN — Karin Feeks posts the weekly calendar of
events in Providence.
FRIDAY — GET THE BUSINESS — Rebecca Hickey, Loren Teschmacher, Susan
Marcisco bring you trends and outlooks on our weekly business magazine.
SATURDAY — OFF THE BEATEN TRACK — Every week a different interview with the
hottest rock bands in the industry!
SUNDAY — NEWSFRONT — Loren Ablondi and Gia Schioppo team with John Tynan
to bring you a weekly wrap-up on WDOM’s news magazine.

THE COVERAGE:
The news at Noon, 3 PM and again at 5, with late night sports updates at 11 PM daily

LADY FRIAR BASKETBALL

FRIAR HOCKEY:
The voice of Friar Hockey debuts October 12th at 7:20
with the Friars facing off against the fighting Sioux of
North Dakota. Catch every game of the first season of
the Hockey East live on 91.3 FM. Jim Giaimo and Matt
Adams will bring you all the action home and away...

13

The return o f Lady Friar B-ball
The return of Lady Friar B-ball on WDOM premiers Dec.
5th at 7 p.m. as Providence takes on crosstown rivals
Brown University. L. J. Dengler joins Jim Giaimo as 91.3
FM brings you exclusive coverage of the Lady Friars, all
the way through the playoffs.

“...only on W DOM "

91.3 Providence College Radio
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
THURSDAY • Women's Field Hockey vs. UMass.....................................................3:30 p.m.
FRIDAY • Women’s Cross-Country vs. B C ....................................................................... TBA
• Women’s Tennis State Tournament PC/RIC................................................... TBA

—— -SPORTS—---

SATURDAY • Men’s Soccer vs. Syracuse U.............................................................2:00 p.m.
•Women's Soccer at Salve Regina................................................... 11:00 a.m.
•Women’s Volleyball Big East Northern Division Championship................ TBA
•Men’s Football Club at UMass Boston........................................................ TBA
SUNDAY ‘ Women's Tennis State Tournament PC/RIC................................................... TBA

♦SOCCER
Continued From Page 16
only after he had spat in Farren’s
face. Coach Doyle, subject to ver
bal abuse by many Ram players,
simply commented, “ Coaches
should be responsible for the way
their players act both on and off
the field.”
The unscored upon Friars mend
ed their ways over the weekend,
winning the Iona Invitational
Tourney convincingly. Versus host
team Io n a, the P C hooters
domimated throughout, winning
3-0. The Hayes brothers, Martin
and Larry scored one each, as did
leading scorer Farren. In the cham
pionship game, the black and white

gave a repeat performance, blank
ing Manhattan College 2-0. Farren
scored again, assisted by Art
Podgorchi, and midfielder Andy
Stevens, netted one, assisted by
Farren. The Friars patched up their
midfield, led by Stevens and Mark
Mullins, and although the scores do
not indicate it, controlled the two
matches completely.
The Friars open their home
season this Wednesday at 3:30 vs.
UMass. However, their toughest
match to date should be against Big
East rival Syracuse on Saturday at
2:00 P.M.

TUESDAY ‘ Women’s Soccer at B row n...........................................................................3:30
•Women’s Field Hockey at Holy Cross..........................................................3:30
•Women’s Volleyball vs. Bryant College............................................... 7:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY ‘ Men’s Soccer vs. Holy Cross.......................................................... 3:30 p.m.
•Women’s Soccer vs. Smith College................................................4:00 p.m.

H ig h H o p e s fo r R -b a ll C lu b
by Paul Sweeney
The Providence College Racquetball team, with hopes spurred
on by what has been called a
“ tremendous” recruiting year, has
its sights set on a national title.
Recruited by the Friars this year

was Freshman Cliff Swain, a
^Braintree, MA. native, who has
been called “ last year’s best high
school player in the country” .
Swain has played in professional
tournam ents th ro u g h o u t the
United States for the last several

GRADUATING COLLEGE STUDENTS

1984 PROFESSIONAL
QUALIFICATION TEST

Now’s the time to act. Because the NSA Professional
Qualification Test (PQT) will be given on selected
college campuses on October 20.
Successfully competing on this test qualifies you for
consideration by the National Security Agency. NSA is
currently seeking top graduating students to meet the
challenges of its important communications security
and foreign intelligence production missions.
If you qualify on the PQT, you will be contacted
regarding an interview with an NSA representative. He
or she will discuss the specific role you can play within
such fields as data systems, language, information
science, communications, and management.

by October 5th, in order to take the test on October 20th.
There is no registration fee.
Graduates with a Bachelors or Masters Degree in
Electronic Engineering, Computer Science or a Slavic,
Near Eastern or Far Eastern language, may sign up for
an interview without taking tha PQT.
All NSA career positions require U. S. citizenship, a
thorough background investigation, and a medical
review.

So pick up a PQT bulletin at your college placement
office. Completed registration forms must be received

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Th e N S A Professional Qualification Test. Register by October 5 th 1984.

years and is a definite “ blue chip
per” in terms o f raquetball. Most
pre-season students of the game of
racquetball propose that Swain will
win the Division I Intercollegiate
National Title in Singles.
Joining Swain and the rest o f the
Friars is Freshman Scott Hirsch, a
Fort Lauderdale, Florida native.
Hirsch figures to compete at the A
level and stand among the top of
the Friar squad.
Although the Friars lost semors
Doug Haddon and Dave Lassonde,
the appearance o f these two
newcomers should be helpful to
coach Hollis Gates as he attempts
to get his squad ready for its
September 29 jamboree against
UMass(Boston) and Northeastern
from 1-4 p.m. This three-way tour
nament will take place in Peterson
Recreation Center as a part o f the
events o f Freshman Parents’ Day.
“ I am also quite pleased to say
that all o f my girls are coming
back,” commented Gates. “ The
importance that the women’s
squad had in our overall success
cannot be overrstated.”
Both the M en’s and the
Women’s teams finished first last
year in the Eastern Collegiate Rac
quetball Conference (ECRC), while
three team trophies were awarded.
During the 84-85 season the team
will once again compete in the
ECRC, which is comprised of Pro
vidence, Cortland, R PI, West
P o in t,
N ortheastern
and
UMass(Boston). Gates also plans
on pick-up games with such teams
as Boston College, Bmghampton
and the University o f Buffalo.
Open tryouts for this year’s team
took place in Peterson Recreation
Center last week. The best from
among this group were asked to
return the week of September 24 to
compete with last year’s players for
the top positions on the ladder.

John Colantoni, the President of
the Providence Racquetball Club,
invites all Freshman to join in the
Club and its Activities. The PC
Racquetball Club exists exclusive
o f the team and caters to players
o f all levels—beginners, novice, C,
B, A. More than 100 people attend
ed the Club’s first organizational
meeting. Some o f the benefits to be
derived from joining the club in
clude participation on the club
pyramid, free entrance to various
school-wide tournaments planned
for the upcoming year, participa
tion in several clinics, and
wholesale pricing on certain pieces
o f equipment. All announcements
regarding the Club are posted in the
court area of Peterson Center in the
glass enclosure.
Some notes:
The club plans four school-wide
tournaments for the year...an
alumni tournament is planned for
October 6 at 12 p.m. in Peterson.
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SCOREBOARD
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL
The PC volleyball team had a
successful
weekend
in
Philadelphia, PA as they swept the
Temple Invitational Tournament.
PC beat the Princeton Tigers in
the first round and then lost to Pitt.
They then won their next 11 games
to capture the crown.
Results:
PC vs Syracuse (15-10, 15-3,
15-3)
PC vs Delaware (15-4, 15-7,
15-3)
PC vs Syracuse (15-9,15-4,15-7)
(final) PC vs Princeton (15-11,
15-7, 15-2)
BASKETBALL
The Friar’s will begin their
season with a trip to Honolulu,
Hawaii for the Chaminade Basket
ball Tournament. Teams par

were chosen as captains for this
year’s team. Fullback Karen Joyce
and halfbacks Kerry Reilly and
Kathleen McClellan will lead the
Lady Friars in their quest for a first
place finish in Division I.
Adele Ritchie and Julie Morand
will captain this year’s women’s
cross-country team. These fleetfooted seniors will guide their team
to a possible first place finish in the
Big East.
This year’s football club will be
led by two members of PC’s defen
sive unit. Seniors Jim Flaherty and
Kevin McLean will be leading the
Friar gridders in their pursuit for
a collegiate title.

ticipating in the tournament in
clude Chaminade, Virginia and
Davidson.
Later in the season, PC will
travel to South Bend, Indiana to
play the fighting Irish o f Notre
Dame.
CAPTAINS
Congratulations to this year’s
newly elected captains. In soccer,
senior Dave Frenier from Natick,
MA, will captain this year’s team
as they try to better last year’s
outstanding record.
In hockey, senior Tim Army
from East Providence, RI, will lead
the skating Friars in their first year
in the Hockey East League. Army,
whose father Tom Army, Sr., was
captain o f the 1952-53 team, will
continue the family tradition.
In women’s soccer, three seniors

MEN’S GOLF
Recently, the Providence College
Golf team participated in the threeday Yale University Invitational in

Success Runs at PC
by Frankie Hollywood
PC Cross-Country—THE MOST
SUCCESSFUL NCAA SPORT
EVER AT PC—and that’s quite an
achievement! Despite a dismal lack
of press coverage for this most
competitive of sports, the cross
country team remains undisturbed.
To put the record straight, PC
has been ranked second in the na
tion for two successive years, and
remember, cross-country is carried
out by every college in the
nation—not just based in the north
as are many o f our other college
sports.
With three All—Americans on
the team last year, plus the fact that
everyone o f the scholarship recruits
is a British or Irish international,
things are looking very optimistic
this year.
In Richard O’Flynn, Richard

M ulligan,. Andy Ronan, and
Michael Capper, the college has
four potential All-Americans. A d
ding fuel to the fire are the team’s
three new recruits from Dublin,
Ireland.
Mark Keller is eighteen and was
a member o f the Irish team that
competed at the world-cross
country championships this year.
Eddie Hanratty, the reigning Irish
schools 1500 meters champion was
also a member o f this team and his
speed will be a great asset to this
year’s squad. Injuries prevented
Kieran Tumbleton from making his
debut in the world cross-country,
but a subsequent victory over 5000
meters in the Irish schools cham
pionships shows that when fit, he
will have all the pace needed to
challenge for one of the top spots
come the NCAA’s in November.

ANNOUNCEMENT
HOCKEY TEAM TRYOUTS
SET FOR OCTOBER 1st
Steve Stirling, Head Hockey Coach at Provi
dence College, has announced that he will
hold tryouts for the 1 984-85 hockey team on
Monday, October 1st at 2:00 p.m. The
tryouts will be held at the Schneider Arena.
Any male interested in trying out for the team
must register with Coach Stirling at the
hockey office on Thursday or Friday of this
week. Coach Stirling’s office is located at the
Schneider Arena.

New Haven, Connecticut. The
Friars placed 16th out of a field of
thirty. PC tallied a total o f 965
points with Paul Richardson
leading the team with 237 points of
his own. Other finishers were Pat
Cunningham (244), Bob Rubino
(240), Art Wilson (246) and John
Connelly (263).

match in the flight A doubles, 6-2,
7-5 over Villanova’s Larry Gallen
and Gonzalo Zurita.
Teammates Derek Bateson and
Richard Smith followed suit as they
also won their consolation match
in the flight C doubles, 2-6,6-3, 6-4'
against Pete Rusell and Frank
Dunne from Villanova.

MEN’S TENNIS
This past weekend the Friars par
ticipated in the Big East/Adidas
Men’s Tennis Championship. PC
finished in a tie for sixth place with
Freshman Brian Monroe taking top
honors for PC.
Monroe lost in the finals o f the
flight F singles to BC’s Steve Grif
fin 6-1, 6-2.
PC’s Jerry Sweeny and Tom
McNulty won their consolation

THORPE SIGNS WITH KINGS
On Monday, the Providence
Journal reported that Otis Thorpe,
last year’s PC basketball captain,
signed a four year contract with the
Kansas City Kings for an undisclos
ed amount o f money.
The Journal also reported that
Thorpe will be switching positions.
At PC, Thorpe was a strong center
but will now move to the power
forward position.

Lady Friars Take 10th at URI
by Mary Evans
The Providence College Lady
Friars Cross Country Team open
ed their season September 22nd by
attending the URI Invitational held
at the Lady Rams Kingston cam
pus. The meet proved to be a tough
one as PC finished 10th in a very
competitive eleven team field. The
competition included Holy Cross,
Brown, UNH, Harvard and Yale.
Holy Cross won the meet for the
second year in a row with a low
score o f 33 points, followed by
UNH with 74 and Brown in third
with 88 points.
PC’s top finisher was senior Sue
Montambo, who placed 46th in a

field of over 150 runners. She was
followed closely by the strong per
formance of junior Cheryl Smith.
Rounding out the top five were
sophomore Nicki Hronjak (52nd),
senior co-captain Julie Morand
(63rd) and senior Maureen
Holder’s excellent 91-st place effort.
The 3.1 mile race was held on a
flat, dusty course through the
woods with two minor hills at the
beginning and end of the race. Also
running for PC were freshman
Leslie Delano (106th), junior Janet
Magner, recovering from a back
operation (110th), freshm an
Kristine Urbanick (115th), Katie
Curran (116th), senior Nancy

Rugby News

The Newest A ddition

by Steve Webster

PC Takes to the Water

The Providence College Rugby
Club lost its first match of the
By Lori Verderame
season to Boston College last Fri
day night at BC.
In addition to the recreational
The “ A” side locked horns with
programs that are offered through
a superior BC squad which shut
the aquatics department of the
them out in a game which proved
Peterson Recreation Center, there
to be a toughly fought loss for the
has been an added attraction in the
Friars. The Eagles’ edge seemed to
Taylor Memorial Pool. That at
come from the fact that this was
traction is the newly organized Pro
their second match wljile the Friars
vidence College varsity swimming
still have a few kinks to work out
team. The squad’s head coach,
o f their game. A bright spot in the
John O’Neill, will select approx
loss, however, was the play of coimately eighteen swimmers for the
capain Tim Ferguson in his first
men’s team as well as the women's
game as an “ A” side scrum-half.
squad at the conclusion o f the
The “ B” side experienced a
tryout sessions.
similar fate, losing to a more
According to O’Neill, the team’s
seasoned BC squad. Scoring for the
outlook seems promising but, “ our
Friars was Andrew Gaughan on a
thirty yard run in the second half.
A new facet o f the club is a full
“ C” side which battled to a 4-4 tie
which featured some solid hitting .
on the part o f the Friars. Scoring j
for Providence was Bill Knowles
off of a weak side penalty play. |

*

_

primary purpose is to introduce
competitive swimming to a school
which already exemplifies athletic
strength in the Big East.” The
team’s schedule will have a Big East
flavor as the Friars take on such
competitive teams as Holy Cross,
Boston College and Georgetown.
Providence College, one o f the
last schools to join the Big East in
swimming, will compete in their
first women’s home meet against
the University of Connecticut on
Nov. 8th. The men’s team will also
swim against the Huskies when
they start their season at Storrs in
mid-November.

NORGE TOWN

COIN LAUNDRY
& DRY CLEANING

C a tc h th e
F ria r F e ve r!
Season ticket coupon books are novv on sale for $ 35 .00 in the ticket
office in Alumni Hall. The ticket office is open Monday through Friday
from 9 :00 a.m. to 4 :00 p.m.
Ticket coupons are redeemable for all home hockey and basketball
games (36 in total; 19 hockey and 17 basketball). Each coupon can be
redeemed four days before a game, which assures one reserved seat at
either Schneider Arena or the Providence Civic Center.
Don’t miss out on all the action!

Sullivan (119th), freshman Kathy
Wilson (122nd) and senior co
captain Adele Ritchie (126th).
Coach Mark Skinkle commented
that this meet marked the first col
lege race for fifty percent of the
team, and, as a result, many of the
girls ran a more cautious race.
“ They’re learning to race on the
college level,” he stated, “ and as
time progresses so will the team.”
The Lady Friars next meet on
Friday, is a home one, to be held
at Roger Williams park. They will
be competing against a strong
North eastern team with race time
slated at 5:00 p.m.
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A Disappointing Loss

Hooters Fall Prey to Rutgers
by Michele Myers
and Debbi Wrobleski

Ann Malzone breaks away from the opponent in recent soccer
action.

Record Remains Intact As
Harriers Win Dual Meet
by Frankie Hollywood
Coach Bob Amato wasn’t hap
py before the race...and even less
so during and after P C ’s first dual
meet of the year last Friday. The
course at UR I was, to say the least,
“ confusing” , and with its many
short, twisted turns and uneven
ground, problems were ahead.
More salt was added to the wound
when PC All-American Richard
O ’Flynn pulled out on the eve of
the race with sore shins, followed
by Irish roadie-guru Dick Mulligan
who caught a bout o f stomach
problems.
So, the reins of P C ’s running
machine were held by Andy Ronan
and Mike Capper, who knew that
PC’s incredible dual meet record ot
one hundred and twelve straight
victories was possibly in question.
Content to run with the pack for
a mile, Capper and Ronan eased
away, and with a hundred and fif
ty meters advantage at the three
mile stage things were looking
decidedly rosy after all...But, a
wrong turning, due to lack of
course marking, half a mile later
turned their massive lead into a two
hundred meter deficit on the field.
Despite frantic attempts to close
the gap, the two internationals
could only finish fifth and seventh
respectively, but good group pack
ing from Eddie Hanratty, Kieron
Tumbleton and Jim Zimmerly en
sured that PC’s record remained
intact.
Commented Amato, “ The run
ners performed under apalling con
ditions and we were thankful to"

come away untarnished. Ronan
and Capper would undoubtably
have won. I saw them at around
two miles and they were maintain
ing around 70% effort, looking
very relaxed. I naturally attribute
this to our excellent medical team.”
Rather less philosophical was
Ronan who claimed “ The course
marking was a disgrace as was the
surface we ran on. I have been car
rying a hamstring injury and if it
wasn’t for the superbly attentive
medical team that Coach Amato
has, I would not be able to walk
So, PC increased their endless
winning streak, and with Mulligan
and O’Flynn (hopefully!) over their
problems in the near future, things
are beginning to look very, very
good for a certain race in late
November.

On Saturday, September 22, the
Lady Friars soccer team fell victim
to a seasoned Rutgers University
team by the score of 3-0. The key
to Rutgers success was that they
defeated Providence with simple,
co-ordinated passing.
There is one major problem the
Lady Friars seem to possess: the
Friars work well in practice but
seem to struggle during games. Ac
cording to Coach Guay the loss was
due to a mental factor rather than
a physical one. (It is important to
note that last season the Friars ran
into similar problems. So, why
break tradition?)
The loss was a disappointing one
although the score was only 3-0.
The Lady Friars seemed to have
played better against rival UR1, in
comparison to their performance
against Rutgers whose reputation
for soccer is less than reknown.

The first half o f the game was
dominated by Rutgers, however,
PC held a tenacious defense led by
Lisa Shaw. Helping her out on
defense, was Beth Bohn and frosh
Barbara Cosgroue. As a fullback,
Cosgroue shows a lot of promise
for the PC soccer team. The action
at midfield was sparked by Lisa
Edwards (a transfer from Adelphi).
Edwards played with the utmost
control and proved to be a decent
playmaker. Carole Ingallerina, a
right wing forward, aggressively at
tacked the ball and if all of the for
ward line could follow her exam
ple, they would be in good shape.
The first goal of the game was
scored by Rutgers’ Cindy Soffel off
a direct kick. The work o f Pro
vidence goalie, Kathy Cronin, was
impressive during the first half.
Moving into the second half of
the game, PC had trouble with its
passing game, although Ingallerina
and Gail Gerner did execute some
fine passes. This half seemed to be

characterized by indecision and a
tendency to back away from the
ball. With 37:32 left in the half,
Rutgers scored again. This time it
was Amy Rosen assisted by Soffel.
Providence College did have
some bright moments during the
game. A ccording to Coach
Guay, “ They know what to do.
They play in spurts, but they do not
play a sustained game.”
With 16:30 remaining in the
game, the Friars were once again
tormented by Cindy Soffel as she
scored again, this time assisted by
Rosen.
Under the pressure of 18 shots
on goal, the Providence defense
held up fairly well. In contrast, the
offense only had five shots on goal.
It is unfortunate the Lady Friars
were unable to light up the newly
acquired scoreboard on Glay Field.
Fortunately, there will be plenty of
opportunities through out the re
mainder o f the season.

PC Extends Record to 5-0
Dominates Iona Tournament
by Kevin O’Hare
“ I’ve waited sixteen or seventeen,
years for this. For the last nine
years, each time we played them
well. The last three, we dominated.
This year we didn’t play as well as
we were capable. This game was a
bonus.” Those were the words of
PC soccer coach Bill Doyle, after
his Friars defeated the -2 ranked
Rhode Island Rams 1-0. Although,
Providence had not beaten the
Rams since the series began in
1968, it was a bittersweet victory.

After the only goal o f the contest
was scored in the early going o f the
1st half, the Friars performance
steadily deteriorated.
Junior, John Farren netted the
sole score at 7:39 in the first half.
Farren, however, was wide of net
twice, and hit the cross bar on
another scoring attempt. From
then on, the Friars were, in the
words o f D oyle, “ lax and
disorganized.” The defense was
under constant pressure, yet
goalkeeper Joe Creham finished
with twelve saves and his second

shutout of the season. Defensive
backs Martin Hayes and Dave
Freniere also anchored the defense,
providing many key plays. As in
the past, the problems centered on
inconsistent midfield play, and the
inability to capitalize offensively.
Providence’s win was marred
with violence, however. John Far
ren, accustomed to rough tactics in
the past, was once again targeted
against URL The officials offered
him little protection on the field,
and ejected a Rhode Island player
★ See SOCCER, Page 14

Providence Gridders Go For Broeker
by Kevin Sghia
Heart-breaking! That is the on
ly way to describe the football
team ’s 23-24 loss to the
M assachusetts Institu te of
technology. MIT squeaked by on
a partially blocked fieldgoal that
split the uprights with 48 seconds
left in the game.
The game was played on a
beautifully groomed MIT football
field and held on one of the nicest
days of the year. Unfortunately,
these ideal conditions were marred
by several mistakes on both sides,
and P C ’s failure to capitalize on
key opportunities.
The primary footprints, which

Calling A 11Sports Fans
H ave1got a deal for you! Have you ever wanted to write an article
for a leading college newspaper? Well, this year. The Cowl would like
to give you the opportunity to voice your opinion on any sports issue.
In the next issue of The C ow I, I will be introducing a new column
called “ It’s Your T urn.” This space will allow anyone who has
anything to say on a sports issue, to air their view.. I am willing to
print anything (within good taste); from your opinion on the Boston
Celtics’ chances for a second straight championship to why PC should
have a varsity football team. This invitation is open to all students,
faculty, alumni, parents and friends o f PC.
If you are interested in writing a column, please send me your arti
cle (please include your name, year of graduation or affiliation with
the college, and address if you are not presently a student) or contact
me at the Cowl office in room 109 in Slavin Center.
I looT'f&rwSli.10 hearing from you.
Sincerely,
Chris Merle
Sports Editor

grinded the Friars into the ground,
were those of MIT quarterback:
David Broeker. Broeker’s tracks
were left over every square inch of
the field as his scrambling and op
tion techniques dazzled Friar
defenders in the first half and later
in the critical final two minutes of
the game.
Kevin McLean, a Providence
captain and linebacker stated,
“ Their quarterback (Broeker) con
trolled the game through his throw
ing and running. We couldn’t con
tain him. He picked us apart.”
The PC defense managed to play
an outstanding second half. It was
the final two minutes that proved
to be the most difficult due to the
defense’s co ncentration and
Broeker’s fleet feet.
Defensive coordinator, Tony
Teclis commented on his defensive
unit. “ In the first half he (Broeker)
was getting to the outside a lot. I
think lack of concentration hurt us
in the first half and on the last
drive.” Coach Tedis added the
reason for the defense’s stellar per
formance for the majority o f the
second half. “We moved the tackles
outside. The linebackers did a good
job with inside tackling.”
The offensive also gave the
sparse crowd only half a show. In
the first half, sophomore quarter
back Kevin Delane sparkled as he
threw touchdown passes to Billy
McNamara, Mark Tarpey and
Mike Thorne. The 2! points kept
Providence even at the half and
gave defense the time it needed to
regroupThe most spectacular o f the three
catches came on a dump pass to
Tarpey who broke open a 74 yard

run after the completion, running
through
several
desperate
defenders. “ I’m tired. I never ran
that far in my life,” commented
Tarpey.
The other touchdown grabs were
McNamara’s 9 yard catch over the
middle to give PC a 7 to 6 lead ear
ly in the second quarter. The last
touchdown for the Friars came
following a Jeff Desrosiers in
terception. Thorne faked to the
ouside and came back to the inside
o f the field for a 33 yard grab,
beating the lost defensive back by
5 yards. Mike added that it was a
“ Nicely thrown ball. Kevin ad
justed to the defense well.”
There were several bright spots
in the game for PC besides the ear
ly offensive spectaculars. Jack
DeFares led the defensive secon
dary with two itnerceptions, several
deflected balls and gritty hitting.
Junior, right defensive tackle,

Chris Henderson said, “ The of
fense was good. We have a lot of
good receivers.” Chris continued,
“ In the second half we (the
defense) were more up.”
Head coach Kevin Dorgan com
mented best on the team’s misfor
tune. “ We couldn’t run the foot
ball. We never established anything
on the ground and if we don’t,
We’re not going to be a good foot
ball team.” Dorgan added that the
defense was out on the field too
much which was attributed to the
lack o f a running game.
The Friars blew a golden oppor
tunity to hold on and win after tak
ing the lead, 23-21 on a safety in
the fourth quarter. After moving
deep into Beaver territory, the of
fense was driven back by successive
sacks. From that point on, it was
all up to the Friar defense, who
pursued the seemingly golden
footed Broeker—and lost.

Number 83, Bill McNamara, was one « f :hr»e r ‘avers who
scored in this weekend’s heartbreaker against MIT.

